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All my bent work warranted.

on
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practical agricultural topic»

le solicited.
Ad drees all communication» Intended for this department to Hes*T D.
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
ocrat, Parle, Me.

Rearin* the Dairy Heifers.

loa receni bulletin of the extension
H P. JONES,
department of the Maine college of
jK
agricu.ture Prof. p. a. Campbell says:
Dentist,
After the calf has been removed from
MAINE.
be tauSht to drink.
NORWAY.
Alio the dairy breeds learn to drink
4.
OUi> « Hour»—9 to ia-1 to
very quickly, and it is wise to have the
If the
first lesson come in the evening.
Κ SMITH.
calf refuses to drink when holding the
J
end of the finger in its mouth simply
Attorney at Law,
allow the lesson to go over until mornMAINE.
NORWAY,
ing and there is very seldom any difficulCollection» a Specialty.
Horno Block.
ty in having them take hold of the milk
this time.
At this time more damage is done by
rERR1CK A PARK.
overfeeding than by not feeding enough
at
Law.
Attorneys
In nature the calf gets it milk often at
MAINE.
blood temperature and in small quanΚ ETHEL,
tities.
tour pounds at a feed is a great
Kl'.ery 0· ParkA lUtaon K. Herrlck.
plenty, warm, as it comes from the dam
or
heated to 95 degrees. The same
RIGHT A WHEELER.
cow s milk should be used each time in
feeding as one cow may give milk of a
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, higher fat content than another and
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
changing back and forth from one milk
to the other is very liable to cause a case
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
of scours.
If there is a tendency to scour, stir
&
J. H.
into the milk just before giving it to
the calf a dessertspoonful of bloodliour
CIV IL EVilNEERS AND SURVEYORS.
or meal.
By the time the calf is ten
Ά High Street, South Parle, Maine.
days or two weeks old it can be changed
Telephone 111.12.
from whole milk to skim milk by making the change gradual, not over oue
Maps and Plans made to order.
In making this change
M-i|'* of the tlmberlande anil pocket maps of 1I pound per day.
the fat has been taken out of the feed
11 ν for sale.
Public here of the Atlae of Maine.)
and must be supplied in some manner.
i>ome make the mistake of adding linseed meal at this time. In so doing
protein is being added to protein which
m undesirable.
Ground flaxseed may be used as a
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
substitute by pouring boiling water over
it and forming a jelly, this fed to the
calf, not more than a tablespoonful at a
time to start with, will take the place
of the butter fat that has been removed.
However, if the calf will commence to
eat a small portion of cornmeal with a
little bran or ground oats at this time,
the jelly need not be used. The calf
should be encouraged to eat dry grain,
All Kinds of Pipe
care being taken not to give it more
than can be cleaned up at one feeding.
and Iron.
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Stoves,

Hardware,
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Ranges.
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Repairing,

UIVK HAY KAKLY.

Telephone 194-11.

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
Temple Street,

rear

Masonic Block,
NORWAY

Telephone Connection.

SURVEYING
and Civil

Engineering.

Elmer W.
Tel. 9101-4.

Cummings,!
Paris, Me.

«CLUSTER'S

Rocky fountain Tea Nuggets

A Busy Medioiae for But; Fecpl·.
BrhTS ûc'Jca Health and Keaewed Vigor.
f
C ris[;. ation. In liKeetiOU. Live
Δ
κ
in. ν TTooUm, PiinpU»«. Eczema. Impure
1
b.
IU i Βι···;ϋ h SlniTsiali Bow»·!·;. Headaeh··
Ud I<a ia· ha H'< RoeSy Mountain Te· in tabfJ»nuin·» made by
a bo*.
let form. 3.Ί
II

>L·· ist^k

Dnia Coupant, Madison. Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

[astern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

Steamships "Governor Dinglev" or
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
I'ortland, week days at ? p. 11., Sundays
at S H. m. for Boston.
Returnlxic
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m.,
for Portland.

principal

Through

tickets on sale at
railroad stations.

Freight

rates as low as other lines.

All cargo, except Live Stock, is insured against tire and marine risk.
C. C. BKOWN, General Agent,
Bostou, Mass.

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and

Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

VSf CATARRH!

Ely's Cream Balm

quickly aoiorBtwJ.
Gives R»n«t at One·.
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased mem·
brane resulting from
Cutarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Restores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 30 cts.. at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents,
illy Brothers, 5ΰ Warreu Street, New York.
ii

HAY FEVER

FOR SALE.

2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with
vines,
with broad piazza shaded
commanding a tine view. A spring of
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
hoQse. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

Glasses Warranted.

Specialist
If you want the bent
consult me.
of
Come here. Why? Be-

*ucce*aful experience autl special
knnwle<l|ce In the Optical buMnees enable· ni«
k> aiij ust <|Ulckly to the moi>t delicate vision a
cau*e

ray

properly fltte·! lens.
tion* free.

Consultations

or

examina-

OR. PARMENTER
Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 1»4.

We Do all Kindt of....
JOB PRINTING.

Large

AMONG THE FABMEBS.

Licensed Auctioneer,

SOUTH PARIS,

NUMBER 28.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, TUESDAY, JULY 14, 1908.

VOLUME 75.
γ

Democrat.

Atwooë 4 Forfe«t South Parte.

As soon as the calf commences to nibble at hay it should be regularly sup
p'ied, that the development of the
paunch may begin and a good barrel
formed which is going to give the cow
her feeding capacity later in life. As
the calf gets to be six or seven week*
old it may consume 14 to 10 pouuds of
skim milk daily and as it grows older
It is better to have
more in proportion.
the milk sweet. It must not bo fed
warm one day and cold the next, but
should be the same each day. All paile
and dishes used in feeding should be
washed and scalded each day.
If there are several calves to teed, a
small rigid stanchion erected similar to
the old-fashioned stanchion is very convenient and a great saver of labor and
At feeding time the calves are
time.
tastened in these and allowed to remain
for a time after feeding is finished.
This allows one man to easily feed a
number of calves and also prevents any
tendency among the calves to suck each
other.
If the calf is young, it is more satisfactory to keep it in the barn with a
yard to run in the most of the tiret summer and in this way they receive better
attention and will be protected from the
beat and flies which oftentimes check
the growth of the calf. From the time
the calf is six mouths old it can be treated much the same as the other stock.
It should always be kept growing, and
developed with the idea in view, that it
is some day to bo a milking cow.
The same treatment should be accorded her through the yearling period and
at the age of from 21 to 24 months she
It is undesirable to breed
may be bred.
them much earlier than this, because
they are immature and the extra strain
of reproduction and elaboration of milk
checks their growth aud development.—
New England Homestead.
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or

Small Orchards.

SPECIALIST

AND

THE

GENERAL

FARMER EACH HAS HIS OWN ADVAN-

By Ο. HENRY.

TAGES.

The question
specialty, or as
farming, is being

of

orcharding

as

a

branch of mixed
discussed in all apple
growing sections. With few exceptions
the small orchard prevails everywhore.
If we consider merely the question of
production, it must be decided in favor
of tbe large orchard. When the investment becomes a matter of serious concern, the grower is more likely to interest himself in every detail of orchard
work. Cultivation, spraying and pruning will be done on time properly.
They will be considered part of the
regular work, and not something that
can be done when no other work is
pressing. The specialist provides himself with books, periodicals and proper
implements. He is willing to spend
money and time to attend fruit meetings. Because of tbe large quantity of
fruit he controls, he receives consideration from buyers and from transportation companies.
Biit there are some disadvantages.
Tbe large grower must hire large numbers of men for short periods of time.
Thus be pays high wages for indifferent
service. In mixed farming the ordinary
helQ on the farm is used. The specialist finds fertilizers costly and not always
satisfactory. On a farm where stock is
kept the fertilizer question is a simple
The specialist has to wait long
one.
years for returns from his investment,
and every operation must be paid for at
top prices, because labor and material
and
are bired
bought for a special
occasion. Tbe men engaged in mixed
farming can do most or all of tbe work
with tbe ordinary help on the farm.
Tbe development of tbe orchard and tbe
many small details can be done with the
odds and ends of time that cost him
comparatively little.—J. A. Macdonald,
Ottawa, Canada, in Tribune Farmer.
one

Maine Orchard

Investigation.

The results of various tests with orchards are now being put before fruit
growers in new bulletin 155 of the Maine
experiment station. A review of the
work in cultivation, fertilization, topworking and spraying is given. An
especially valuable line of work was
that of orchard renovation, which shows
that it is entirely possible to take old,
unprofitable orchards and bring tbem
into good bearing condition so as to produce protitable crops every year.
It is shown that fertilizers for orchards should contain some nitrogen,
as well as potash and phosphoric acid,
but the excessive uso of nitrogen alone
is distinctly injurious to the fruit. A
complete, well-balanced fertilizer is the
A mixture containing 3
one
to use.
per cent nitrogen, 00 per cent phosphoric acid ana 8 to 10 per cent potash,
with a supply of humus in the form of
cover crops, is most satisfactory for
general orchard use for a term of years.
STATE SHOULD OWN ORCHARDS.

A very interesting article is included
in tbe bulletin on the Maine station and
pomology by Director C. D. Woods. He
outlines tbe work which this station has
done in fruit growing and points out
that tbe station is doing considerable
work for tbe fruit growers and that this
work will be continued and that it is
| not hoped to undertake further fruit
Btudies in the immediate future. The
matter of securing an appropriation
from the legislature to provide the needed farm on which to locate an apple
orchard was brought before tbe last
legislature and although many appeared
to favor the bill and none opposed it it
was deferred to tbe legislature of 1901».
Tbe station has also been disturbed
somewhat by the resignation of Prof.
W. Munson, who went to West Virginia
largely because tbe opportunities offered there along pomological lines were
greater than the Maine station was likely to have in the near future. It does
not seem to be practical at present to
invite anyone to take up tbe line of
work which Prof. Munson has left, for
tbe same reason that led to hi· resignation would prevent tbe right kind of
Until orto tbe station.
man coming
chards and suitable buildings for tbe
study of pomological problems are provided in the apple section of the state it
will be impossible to offer facilities for
Currant Worms and Black Knots. work which would be attractive to a
man who wants not merely a salary, but
lu a recent issue of the Maiue Farmer
for work and investigation.
1 notice an inquiry for best plan of get- opportunities
—New England Homestead.
ting rid of currant worms. 1 will give
I used Paris
my experience with them:
Good Flowing.
which was 1
green as for potatoes,
No amount of harrowing or after
pound of Paris green tu 20 pounds Hour,
a twowork can entirely overcome the effects
put on with a shaker. I used
soldered of bad plowing to begin with. Plowing
quart tin pail with a Hat bail
solid bottom finely is the foundation of the crop to follow.
on to it: it had a
I shook A man who can drop a straight furrow
perforated and a tight cover.
it by hand, putting it on in the morning is oue who keeps pretty close watch of
when the foliage was wet with dew or his plow. He may hold his haudlee
immediately after a shower, and the loosely and appear to be plowing very
ie
tlour formed a paste. It has been sel- easily and perhaps carelessly; but he
dom 1 have had to go over my potatoes watching every movement of the plow
aud shifting the handles slightly one
mure than once in a season.
I put it on the carrante just as soon way or the other that it may take more
full blossotu and then or less land. The plow, of course,
as they are in
there is no danger as the fruit is not ebould do the plowing itself, without
formed, and it is perfectly safe. In case any necessity for the plowman to bear
to
the bush is large and has a large, spread- down on it with all his weight, not
will raise it up on the point constantly ; but
ing top, open it out so the powder
has never nevertheless plowing needs close attenget to all of the leaves. It
failed when I have given thorough going tion. Intelligent selection of the team
frait which is to plow together is important.
over, and 1 think we get less wormy
is too late The horses' gaits should be even and
by thus using this remedy. It
well in span. It is
to do it now, but tell Brother Roberts they should work
work with one
to try it another year and please report impossible to do good
horse walking rapidly and the other
in the Maine Parmer.
While I am about it I will give you lagging behind constantly or walking
knot in plum sometimes in and sometimes out of the
my experience with black
trees.
They say it is caused by an in- furrow. The plow itself is another
No one plow is best
sect perforating the bark and leaving thing to consider.
think it is for want of suited to all kinds of land. Δ sharply
an egg, but I
furnot
curved, short, high mold board will
something that the earth does
nish and it causes the gum to form and throw the furrow very high and hard
exude through the bark, and then the and break it up; this le suitable for a
insect !s hatched. stiff clay soil.
egg is laid and the
For smooth, mellow soil, or for plowBe thafas it may, I will tell you what I
desired
have done. I had a Blue Damson about ing sod in the spring, when it is
a
2 1-2 feet high and there were a lot of to turn the furrow squarely over,
mold
black knot on it. I cut it all out, then plow with a long, slightly curved
furrow
I dug down to the main root and split board is best as it turns the
the
the bark «ο I could turn it back a little smoothly upside down and breaks
farmers
and bored into the wood a little and put furrow the least. The Scotch
in a little mite of unguentum about the want a plow which will turn a narrower
If the
bulk of a large kernel of wheat. I then furrow tban American farmers.
and replaced beam of the plow is short, bringing the
put the bark back in place
the earth and packed it down solid, and horses near to the point of resistance,
left it. I sold my farm and went away, the draft will be less; but there should
the beam and
but was back there two years ago when be several links between
some
the tree had been inoculated seven years, the whiflltree to give the horses
a mound or
on
and not an atom showed in it. I shall leeway, when stepping
the point of
be there again this summer, will ex- into a depression, go that
down.
amine it and report how it is doing.— the plow will not be jerked up or
Samuel Lofkin, Androscoggin County, —American Cultivator.
in Maine Farmer.
Unthrifty Fruit Trees.
Early Cultivation of Corn.
The physical condition of the soil has
This has been a season when the or- much to do with the unthriftiness of
dinary steel tooth harrow has done good many fruit trees. To make fruit growwork on the corn ground. Other imple- ing a success there are two great essenments have been tried in cleaning up tials in getting the ground ready for
trees: The
the young
the fields and keeping the top soil nice setting out
and mellow. But the harrow beata all ground must be properly drained and it
of them. Good farmers have learned to must be in good physical condition.
slant the teeth backward, so that they Some hardy trees may live for a time on
will not catch hold of trash or an old undrained ground, bnt it is only a quesstalk and tear up the hills of corn. tion of time when they will die out. I
Those who commenced by using the believe that underdraining will pay with
barrow this spring just as the weeds all kinds of frnit. It warms the soil
were starting, and then kept on using it and frees the subsoil of all excess water,
until the corn was big enough to culti- and in this way liberates much plant
vate, have clean fields and mellow fields. food which otherwise would not be
This bas been a bad season for ground available to the feeding roots. On
packing and baking, with the result thoroughly drained soil the root system
that those who have neglected their of the trees is healthier and they are
elds now find \hem almost as hard as a ready for work earlier in the spring.
several fine As trees become larger and come into
public road. After seeing
fields of corn recently where the harrow bearing they need larger feeding
1
was used two and {hree time· over,
grounds; so it is essential that the
and
say stick to the smoothing harrow,
ground be thoroughly cultivated, both
J
before
me"
"show
before the trees are planted and afteryou will have to
better.—
is
anything
will believe there
ward. If trees are properly put out and
Farmer.
in
Tribune
L. C. Brown
carefully cultivated the first two or
three years the roots will penetrate
and seek larger feeding grounds.
When you have mastered the businesn deeply
—L. C. Brown in Tribune Farmer.
of farming which you have undertaken,
then you will see its beauty and ceas<
Preventing sickness or injury among
to feel Its exactions. Do not undertake
too much to make this condition possi- your livestock is better than curing It.—
Farmer.
New England Farmer.
ble.—New England

[Copyright^JMS, by th· S. B. McClure Co.]
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WE IGHTY-FIRST etreet-let 'em
U
out. please." yelled the shep^ herd in blue.
A flock of citizen sheep
scrambled
oat
and
another
flock
scrambled aboard.
Dlng-dlngl The
cattle cars of the Manhattan elevated
rattled away, and John Perkins drifted down the stairway of the station
with the released flock.
John walked slowly toward his flatslowly, because in the lexicon of his
dally life there was no such word as
"perhaps." There are no surprises
awaiting a man who has been married
two years and lives la a flat
As he
walked John Perkins prophesied to
himself with gloomy and downtrodden
cynicism the foregone conclusions of
the monotonous day.
Katy would meet him at the door
with a kiss Savored with cold cream
and butter scotch. Ile would remove
bis coat, sit upon a macadamized
lounge and read in the evening paper
ot' Russians and Japs slaughtered by
the deadly linotype. For dinner there
would be pot roast, a salad flavored
with μ dressing warranted not to crack
or injure the leather, stewed rhubarb
and the bottle of strawberry marmalade blushing at the certificate of
After
chemical purity on Its label.
dinner Katy would show him the new
patch in her crazy quilt that the iceman had cut for her off the end of his
At half past 7 they
four-ln-hand.
would spread newspapers over the furniture to catch the pieces of plastering
tbut fell when the fat man in the flat
overhead began to take his physical
culture exercises. Exactly at 8Hickey
und Mooney of the vaudeville team
(unbooked) in the flat across the hall
would yield to the gentle influence of
delirium tremens and begin to overturn chairs under the delusion that
Ilammersteln was pursuing them witb
α five hundred dollar a week contract.
Then the gent at the window across
the air shaft would get out his flute;
the nightly gas leak would steal forth
to frolic in the highways; the dumb
waiter would slip off Its trolley; the
janitor wou^d drive Mrs. Zanowltskl's
live children once more across the

j|B

Valu; the lady with the champagne
shoes and the skye terrier would trip
downstairs and paste her Thursday
name over her bell and letter box, and
the evening routine of the Frogmore

flats would be under way.
John Perkins knew these things
And he knew that at
would happen.
a quarter past 8 be would summon his
nerve and reach for his hat and that
his wife would deliver this speech lu

querulous

a

tone:

"Now. where are you going. I'd like
know, Johu Perkins?"
"Thought I'd drop up to McClos
key's." be would answer, "and play a
game or two of pool with the fellows."
Of late such had been John Perkins"
At 10 or 11 be would return.
habit.
would be asleep,
Sometimes Katy
sometimes waiting up. ready to melt
In the crucible of her Ire a little more
gold plating from the wrought steel
chains of matrimony For these things
Cupid will have to answer when be
stands at the bar of Justice with his
victims from the Frogmore flats.
Tonight John Perkins encountered a
tremendous upheaval of the common·
place when he reached his door. No
Katy was there with her affectionate,
The three rooms
confectionate kiss.
All
seemed in portentous disorder.
•bout lay her things In confusion.
Shoes In tbe middle of the floor,
Ing tongs, hair bows, kimonos, powder
box. Jumbled together on dresser aud
chairs—this was not Katy's way With
α
sinking heart John saw the comb
with a curling cloud of her brown hall
Some unusual hurrv
among its teeth
to

curl-j

îiul perturbation must have possessed
lier, for she always carefully placed
these ooiubings In the little blue vase

the mantle to l»e some day Tormec
Into the coveted feminine "rat.'
Hanging conspicuously to the gas jet
by a string was a folded paper. John
It was a note from his wife
seized it
on

mill...·*,

ιιιιια.

D»..:r Jo!in-l Jest had a telegram sayI uni going to
In^ mother Is very ate!:.
take tlic 4:30 ira;», brother Sam is gothere. There
the
at
uii·
in·.·»·ι
depot
tn
i:ig
i hope it
is r»!J million In tlie ice box.
isn't her nullify again. Pay the milkman
Sli«> hud it bad last spring
i'J (-fills.
L'on t f.irget 10 write to the company
about the i:as meter, and your Rood socks
1 will write toare In the
ψ drawer.
KATY.
iiurrow.
Hastily.

dtiriug tlieir two years of
matrimony Lad tie and Katy been sepNever

arated for a night. John read the note
over and over in a dumfouuded way
Here was a break lu a routine that
bad uever varied, and it left him dazed.
There on the back of a chair hung,
pathetically empty and formless, the
red wrapper with black dots that she
always wore while getting the meals.
Her week day clothes had been tossed
here and there in her haste. A little
scotch
paper bag of her favorite butter
lay with Its string yet unwound. Δ
dully paper sprawled on the floor, gaping rectangularly where a railroad
time table had been clipped from it
Everything in the room spoke of a
loss of an essence gone, of its soul
and life departed. John Perkins stood
among the dead remains with a queer
feeling of desolation in his heart.
He began to set the rooms tidy as
When he touched
well as he could.
her clothes a thrill of something like
He had
terror went through him.
never thought what existence would
be without Katy. She had become so
thoroughly annealed into his life that

discomfort.

M

ΤΗ,
By Ο. HENRY.

He knew now tbat Katy

the S. 8. McClur· Co.]
Is one day that Is ours.
There is one day when all we
Americans who are not self
made go back to the old home
to eat saleratus biscuits and marvel
how much nearer to the porch the old
pump looks than it used to. Bless the
day! President Itoosevelt gives It to
We hear some talk of the Purius.
tans, but don't Just remember who

[Copyright, 1906, by
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they were. But he can lick 'em, anyhow, if they try to land again. Plymouth Hocks? Well, that sounds more

familiar. Lots of us have bad to come
down to hens since the turkey trust
Bet somebody in
got its work In.
Washington is leaking out advance Information to 'em about these Thanks-

bur now De looaea up
stunye ears.
at the old gentleman's face with tearful
agony In bia own. The fine «now almost sizzled when It fell upon bis perspiring brow. Bat the old gentleman
shivered a little and turned his back
to the wind.
ù tuff y bad always wondered why the
old gentleman spoke bis speech rather
sadly. He did not know that It was because he wns wishlug every time that
he bad a son to succeed blin—a son who
would come there after be was gone, a
son who would stand proud and stroug
before some subsequent Stuffy, aud
say, "In memory of my father." Then
it would be an institution.
But the old gentleman had no relatives. lie lived In rented rooms in oue
of the decayed old family brownstone
mansions In one of the quiet streets
In the wlutcr he
east of the park.

raised fuchsias In a little conservatory
In the
the size of α steamer trunk.
spring he walked In the Easter parade.
In the summer be lived at a farmhouse
In the New Jersey hills and sut lu a
wicker armchair, speaking of a butterfly. the Ornithoptera amplirlsius, that
In the
he hoped to find some day.
autumn he fed Stuffy a dinner. These

giving proclamations.
The big city east of the cranberry
bogs has made Thanksgiving day an were the old gentleman's occupations.
Stuffy Pete looked up at him for a
institution. The last Thursday in Noin
vember Is the only day In the year on half minute, stewing and helpless
which It recognizes the part of AmeriIt Is the
ca lying across the ferries.
one day that Is purely American—yes,
a day of celebration, exclusively Amer-

λW&è,

It was a note from hu wife.
II i.necessary to bis happiness.
feeling for her, lulled Into unconscious
ness by the dull rournl of domesticity
had been sharply stirred by the loss o:
her presence. Has It not been dinner
into us by proverb and sermon and
fable that we never prize the musi<
till the sweet voiced bird has flown
or in other no less florid and true utter
wae

ances?
"I'm a double dyed dub." musei'
John Perkins, "the way I've !>eeu treat
lug Katy. Off every night playing poo
and bumming with the boys instead of
staying home with her. The poor jiii
here all alone, with nothing to amuse
her, and me acting that way! John
Perkins, you're the worst kind of a
shine. I'm going to make It up for tin
little girl. I'll take her out and lot hei

ican.
β
And uow for the story which Is to
prove to you that we have traditions
on this side of the ocean that are becoming older at a much rapider rate
than those of England are—thanks to

"git-up" and enterprise.
Stuffy Pete took his seat on the
third bench to the right as you enter

remorseful,

Near the right hand of John i'erklns
stood u chair. On the back of it stood
Katy's blue shirt waist, it stiil retained .something of her contour. Mid:l
way of the sleeves were line iudlvldu
wrinkles made by the movements of
her arms in working for his comfort
A delicate but impelend pleasure.
ling odor of bluebells came from it
John took it and looked long and so

berly at the unresponsive grenadine
Katy had never been unresponsive
Tears—yes, tears—came Into J.>iin PerWhen she came back
kins' eyes.
things would be different. Lie would
make up for all his neglect. What was

life without berV
The door opened.
Katy walked in,
carrying a little hand satchel. Johu
stared at her stupidly.
"My, I'm glad to get back!" said
Katy. "Ma wasn't sick to amount to
anythiug. Sam was at the depot and
said she just had a little spell and got

all right soon after they telegraphed.
I'm
So I took the next traiu back.
just dying for a cup of coffee."
Nobody heard the click and the rattle of the cogwheels as the third floor
front of the Frogmore flats buzzed its
machinery back into the order of
things. A band slipped, a spring was
touched, the gear was adjusted, and
the wheels revolved in their old orbits
John Perkins looked at the clock. It
lie reacheu for his hat aud
was 8:15.

walked to the door.
"Now, where are you going. I'd like
to know. John Perkins?" asked Katy
In a querulous tone.
"Thought I'd drop up to McCloskey's," said John, "and p!ay a game or
two of pool with the fellows."

A POET'S DIET.
8tr«nuous Efforts to Keep
Himself From Getting Fat.
"You mention Browning's Idea that
starvation was the cure for all the Ills

Byron's

at au.ν rate,"
correspondent "Browning was
nays
not the ouly poet with peculiar views
on the subject. One of Byron's chief
fears was that of becomlug fat. and to
of the flesh—his own,
a

avoid It he often resorted to extraordinary systems of diet At Atheus he
lived mululy on rice and vinegar hud

water. Later he confined himself to
six biscuits a day and tea. In 1810 he
had so restricted his diet that be was
obliged to keep down hunger by chewing mastic and tobacco. 'Don " Juan'
was 'written on gin and water.'
was
Byron, it has lwen pointed out
one of those foredoomed by their con
stitutions to fatness in middle life,
whether they eat much or little, and

to admit the first hungry wayfarer
that came along after the hour of noon
had struck and banquet him to a finish. Stuffy Pete happened to pass by
on his
way to the park, and the
eeneachals gathered him in and up-
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After Stuffy Pete had guted straight
before him for ton minutes lie wak
conscious of a desire for a more varied
With a tremendous
field of vIh'.ou.
effort he moved his head slowly to the
And then his eyes bulged out
left.
fearfully, and his breath ceased, and
the roughshod ends of his short legs

Every Thanksgiving day for nine
yeurs the old gentleman had come
there and found Stuffy Pete on his
bench. That was a thing that the old
gentleman was trying to make a tradition of. Every Thanksgiving day for
nine years he had found Stuffy there
and bad led him to a restaurant and
watched him eat a big dinner. They do
those things in England unconsciously.
But this is a young country, and nine
years Is not so bad. The old gentle-

man was a stanch American patriot
and considered himself α pioneer in
American tradition. In order to become picturesque we must keep on
doing one thing for α long time without ever letting it get away from us.
something like collecting the weekly
dimes In industrial insurance or clean

ing the streets.
The old gentleman moved straight
and stately toward the institution that
he was rearing. Truly the aunual feeding of Stuffy Pete was nothing national in Its character, such as the
Magna Charts or jam for breakfast
was In England, but It was a step. It

utmost feudal. It showed at least
that α custom was not Impossible to
New Y—ahem!—America.
The old gentleman was thin and tall
and sixty. He was dressed all In black
and wore the old fashioned kind of
was

on your nose.
His hair was whiter and thinner than
it had been 'last year, and he seemed
to make more use of his big knobby
cane with the crooked handle.
As his established benefactor came
up Stuffy wheezed and shuddered like
some woman's overfat pug when a
street dog bristles up at him. He
would have flown, but all the skill of

glasses that won't stay

Santos-Dumont could not have sepa
rated him from his bench. Well had
the myrmidons of the two old ladies
done their work.
"Good morning," said the old gentleman. "I am glad to perceive that the
have
vicissitudes of another year
spared you to move In health about the
beautiful world, for that blessing alone
this day of thanksgiving la well pro
If you will
claimed to each of us.

with me, my man, I will provide
jon with a dinner that should make
the
your physical being accord with
come

DEAR

READER—It

was summer

The sun glared down
upon the city with pitiless ferocity. It Is difficult for the
sun to be ferocious and exhibit compunction simultaneously. The heat was
-oh, bother thermometers! Who cares
It
for standard measures anyhow?
time.

hot that—
The roof gardens put on so many
extra waiters that you could hope to
get your gin fizz now—as soon as nil
the other people got theirs. The hospitals were putting in extra cots for
bystanders, for when little woolly dogs
loll their tongues out and say "Woof,
woof!" at the fleas that bite 'ein and
nervous old black bombazine ladles
was so

screech "Mad dog!" and policemen begin to shoot somebody Is going to get
hurt. The man from Pompton, N. J.i
who always wears an overcoat in July
bad turned up In a Broadway hotel
drinking hot Scotches and enjoying bis
annual ray from the calcium. Philanthropists were petitioning the legislature to pass a bill requiring builders to

of it. The young man who tailed

such weather, blushed when he met
all
your eye. for you had heard him
winter calling in modest tones for the
same ascetic viands.
Soup, pocketbooks. shirt waists, actors and baseball excuses grew thinner. Yes. It was
summer time.
A man stood at Thirty-fourth street

1 fie
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Fourth avenue.

bis own self pity. The old gentleman's
eyes were bright with the giving pleasιτ«.
U'xi face was getting more lined
acb ear, but his little black necktie
was in as Jaunty a bow as ever, and
bis linen was beautiful and white, and
his gray mustache was curled care
fully at the euds. And then Stuffy
made a noise that sounded like peas
bubbling in a pot. Speech was intended, and as the old geutleinan had
beard the sounds nine times before he
rightly construed them into Stuffy's old
formula of acceptance.
"Thankee, sir. I'll go with ye, and
touch obliged. I'm very hungry, sir."
The coma of repletion had not prevented from entering Stuffy's mind
the conviction that he was the basis

His Thanksgiving
of an institution.
appetite was not his own. It belonged
by all the sacred tights of established
custom, if uot by the actual statute of
limitations, to this kind oid gentlemau
who had pre-empted it. True, America
is free. But in order to establish tradition some one must be a repeteudThe heroes are
a repeating decimal.
not all heroes of steel and gold. Set

one here that wielded only weapons of
Iron, badly ellvertd, and tin.
The old gentleman led his annua»
protege southward to the restaurant

and to the table where the feast had
always occurred. They were recog.
nized.
earn a
"Here comes ae οία guy,
waiter, "dat blows dat same bum to a
meal every Thanksgiving."
Tbe old gentleman sat across tbe table glowing like a smoked pearl at bis
cornerstone of future ancient tradiTbe waiters heaped tbe table
tion.
with holiday food, and Stuffy, with a
sigh that was mistaken for hunger's
expression, raised knife and fork und
carved for himself a crown of imperishable bay.
No more valiant hero ever fought his
way through tbe ranks of an enemy.

Turkey, chops, soups, vegetables, pies,
wriggled and rustled on the gravel.
disappeared before him as fast as they
For the old gentlêruan was coming
could be served. Gorged nearly to tbe
Fourth avenue toward his
across
when be entered tbe restaujench.

Le all the time
To rale· th· duet.

loudly for cold l>eef and beer lu the
restaurant, protesting that roast pullet
and Burgundy were really too heavy for

vals.

after dinner contempt
The meal had been an unexpected
He was passing a red brick manone.
sion near the beginning of Fifth aveof
nue, In whleh lived two old ladies
ancient family and a reverence for
traditions. They even denied the existence of New York and believed that
Thanksgl\ lug day was declared eolely
tor Washington square. One of their
fradltlonal habits was to station a
cervant at the postern gate with orders

th· 8. B. McClur· Co.]
The knlfhu aro dead;
Their «word· are ruat.
Except a few who have to hu«t-

(Copyrlfht, 1806, by

care

coat alwive his heart and equally on
the other side.
But today Stuffy Pete's appearance
at the annual trysting place seemed to
have been rather the result of habit
than of the yearly hunger which, as
the philanthropists seem to think, afflicts the poor at such extended Inter-

the caloric produced by a superbountiful dinner, beginning with oysters and
ending with plum pudding and Including. It seemed to him. all the
roaRt turkey and baked potatoes and
chicken salad and squash pie and Ice
rream of the world, wherefore he sat,
gorged, and gazed upon the world with

By Ο. HENRY.

they took each day that you wondered
how they got along after the real lessee
of the apart aient c ame back to town
and thanked 'em for Hiking such good

Union squnre from the east, at the
Every
walk opposite the fountain.
Thanksgiving day for nine years he
had taken his seat there promptly at 1
o'clock, for every time he had done so
things had happened to hini—Charles
Dickensy things that swelled his waist-

amusement.

lilt· llilj
πα meut,

make tenement lire escapes more commodious. so that families might die all
toegther of the heat Instead of one or
two at a time. So many men were tell
lng you about the number of bath-

our

Certainly Pete was not hungry. He
that had
And I'll cut out had Just come from a feast
those of
the McCloskey gang right from till* left him of his powers barely
minute."
respiration and locomotion. Ills eyes
Yes. there was the city roaring out were like two pale gooseberries firmly
side for John Perkins to come dance Imbedded in a swollen and gravy
His breath
in the train of Momns. And at Mo· smeared mask of putty.
senatorial
Closkey's the boys were knocking the came In short wheezes. A
balls idly Into the pockets against the roll of adipose tissue denied a fashionI5ut no able set to his upturned coat collar
hour for the nightly game.
his
primrose way uor clicking cue coi;ii! Buttons that laid been sewed upon
a
woo the remorseful souiol Perkins, the clothes by kind Salvation fingers
bereft. The thing that was his. lightly week before flew like popcorn, strewheld and half scorned, bad been taken ing the earth around him. Kagged he
to
was. with a split shirt front open
away from him. and ho wanted it
But the November
wishbone.
Backward to a certain man uauied the
snowflakes.
tine
carrying
Adam, whom the ci.ci iiiiini twuuced breeze,
from the orchard, could 1 crkii.s. the brought him only a grateful coolness,
for Stuffy Pete was overcharged with
trace his descent
see some

was like the air be breathed- his
victory over nature In this respect
neoessary, but scarcely noticed. Now. —for he succeeded In reducing himself
without warning, she was gone, van- by these violent methods—has been
ished, as completely absent as If she quoted ae one of the most remarkable
had never existed. Of course It would achievements of the human will, conbe only for a few days, or at most a sidering all the circumstances. It mnst
week or two. but It seemed to him as buve been bitter to him to see such a
If the very band of death bad pointed man as Beau Brummei, who ate and
a finger at his secure and uneventful drank freely and took no exercise, rehome.
taining without an effort all the eleJohn dragged tbe cold mutton from gance of figure that was bis greatest
the Ice box. made coffee and eat down gift No wonder Byron's was the poto a lonely meal faoe to face with tbe etry of gloom.—London News,
strawberry marmalade's shameless certificate of purity. Bright among with
A Tailor's Advertisement, 1734.
drawn blessings now appeared to him
This Is to give Notice to all Gentlethe ghosts of pot roast and the salad
men and others, That they may have
His hotu«
with tan polish dressing.
Druggets, Sagathle and Duroy
good
À quinzied mother
was dismantled.
Suits made well and fashionable, for
in-law had knocked bis lares and
the first size Men at £8 10s. a suit and
penates sky high. After his solitary tbe larger size at £4. Olotb Serge, commeal John sat at a front window.
monly called by the Name of Qernmn
He did not care to smoke. Outside
Rerge, suits for £4 and £4 10s. Livery
hi
come
to
him
to
Join
roared
tbe city
Colored and
suits for £4 and £4 10s
its dance of folly and pleasure. The
black Cloth suits for £5 and £Γ> 10s. At
un
forth
night was his. He might go
the Two Golden Balls In greut Hurtquestioned and thrum the strings ol street. the upi>er end of Bow street.
Jollity as free as any gay bacheloi Covent-Garden. Also Horsemen's greut
there. He might carouse and wandei
Coats to be sold reudy made at 2<)s
and have his fling until dawn if b<
each.
Morning Gowus. Calllmauco.
liked, and there would be no wrathfu
both sides, at 30s a piece, blue Clonktb<
him.
bearing
for
Katy waiting
reudy made at 1U* each, blu*·
chalice that held the dregs of bis Joy bags
(tocklers
ready made. Superfine bla k
at
McCloskey'i
He might pluy pool
Fog'· Journal.
at
15*.
Cloth
per Yard
Aurorr
until
with his roistering friends
dimmed tbe electric bulba if he cboee 1734

she
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The hymeneal strings that bad curbed
him always when the Frogmore flats
had palled upon him were loosened
Katy was gone.
John Terkins was not accustomed to
analyzing bis emotions, but as be sut
in his Katy bereft 10 by 12 parlor he
bit unerringly upon the keynote of hit

uttermost
'rant, tbe smell of food had almost
caused him to lose his honor as a genBut he rallied like a true
tleman.
knight He eaw the look of beneficent happiness on the old gentleman's
face—a happier look than even the

fuchsias and the Ornitboptera amphrisius had ever brought to It—and be
had not the heart to see it wane.
In an hour Stuffy leaned back with

battle won.
"Thankee kindly, sir," he puffed, like
a leaky steam pipe, "thankee kindly
for a hearty meal."
Then he arose heavily, with glazed
eyes, and started toward the kitchen
Λ waiter turned him about like a top
and pointed him toward the door. Tbe
a

waiting for a downtown car-a man
of forty, gray haired, pink faced, keen,
nervous, plainly dressed, with a harassHe wiped
ed look around the eves.
his forehead and laughed loudly when
a fat man with an outing look stopped
and spoke with him.
"No, slree!" he shouted, with defi"None of your old
ance and scorn.
mosquito haunted swamps and skyscraper mountains without elevators
When I want to get away
for me.
from hot weather I.know bow to do It.
New York. sir. is the finest summer
Keep in the
resort in the country.
shade and watch your diet and don't
get too far away from an electric fan.
Talk about your Adirondack and your
Catskllls! There's more solid comfort
In the borough of Manhattan than In

good for the bill.
But pretty soon

of the young
doctors met T>ne of the young nursw3
whose eyes he liked and stopped to
chat with her about the caseg.
"That nice old gentleman over them
now," he snld. "you wouldn't think
that was a case of almost starvation
Proud old family. I gueHS. He told me
"
he hadn't eaten a thing for three days

mental."
New Orleans Times-DemoThat If what the old gentleman said euemies.
•very time —every Thanksgiving day crat
for nine year·. The words themselves
almost formed an Institution. Nothing
When a man borrows trouble, tbe in
could be compared with them except terest eats up the principal.—Kansas
the Declaration of Independence. Al- City 8tar.
In
ways before they bad been mujlc
—
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uund with young summer. Nothing on
Broadway like that.
The villagers gathered to see the city
folks pursue their mad drollery. The
tvoods rang with tbe laughter of pixies
ïnd naiads and eprites. Galues caught
most of I he rings. His was tbe privilege to crown the queen of the tour-

nament. He was the conquering knight
far as the rings went. On his arm
he wore a white scarf. Compton wore
light blue. She bud declared her preference for blue, but she wore white
-as

that day.
Gaines looked about for tbe queen to
lie beard her merry laugh,
:rown her.
She had slipped
is If from the clouds.
litîway and climbed Chimney rock, a
tle granite bluff, and stood there, a
while fairy among the laurels, fifty
feet above their heads.
Instantly be and Compton accepted
the Implied challenge. Tbe bluff was
îiisily mounted at the rear, but the
front offered small hold to hand or
Each nian quickly selected bis
foot.
A crevice,
route and l>egan to cllmU
vine,
ι bush, a slight projection, a
tree branch—all of these were aids
It was all
that counted In tbe race.
foolery—there was no stake-but there
tvas youth In It, cross reader, and light
hearts and something else that Miss
Clay writes so charmingly about.
Gaines gave a great tug at the root
if a laurel and pulled himself to Miss
Mary's feet. On his ami he carried the
tvreath of ruses, and while tbe villagers
ind summer boarders screamed and
below he placed It on the

îpplauded

queen's brow.
"You are a gallant knight," said Miss
Mary.
"If 1 could be your true knight always," began Gaines, but Miss Mary
aughed him dumb, for Compton scrambled over the edge of the rock one mln-

behind time.
What a twilight that was when they
Tbe opal of
to tbe hotel!
1 lrove back
he valley turned slowly to purple: t lie
lark woods framed tbe lake as a mlr*or; the tonic «tir stirred tbe very soul
η one; the first pale stars came out
)ver the mountain tops, where yet a
'aint glow of·······
"I beg your pardon. Mr. Gaines." said
Jte

id kins.
The man who believed New York to
>e
the finest summer resort In the
world opened his eyes and kirked over
he mucilage bottle on his desk
"I—I believe l was asleep," he said
"it's
"It's the beat," said Adklns
lomethlng awful In the city tbese""Nonseuse!" said tbe other "The city
>eats the country ten to one in smn-

brown last week."
"Nonsense!" crleu tne otner iuan.
"Go abend if .vou liko ami boggle
around lu rubier boots, wearing yourself out trying to catch fish. When I
want one I go to a cool restaurant and
I laugh at you fellows whenorder It.
ever I think of you hustling arouud In

the heat In the country thinking you
having a good time. For me Father Knickerbocker's little Improved
farm with the big shady leue runulug
through the middle of it."
The fat man sighed ovoc his friend
The man who
and went his way.
thought New York was the greatest
summer resort in the country boarded
a car and went buzzing down to bis
office. On the way he threw away his
newspaper and looked up at a ragged
patch of sky above the housetops.
"Three pounds!" he muttered absently. "And Harding Isn't a liar. I belleve, If I could—but It's Impossible—
they've got to have another month—
another month at least."
In his office the upholder of urban
midsummer Joys dived headforemost
Into the swimming pool of business
Adklns, his clerk, came and added a
spray of letters, memoranda and teleare

grams.
At 5 o'clock In the afternoon the
busy man leaned back In his office
chair, put his feet on the desk and
mused aloud:
"I wonder what kind of bait Harding
used?"
«···*«·

ty-five's lordly

up
air.

The little summer hotel in the mountains had a lively crowd that year.
There were two or three young college
men and a couple of artists and a
young naval officer on one side. On
the other there were enough beauties
among the young ladles for the correspondent of a society paper to refer to
But the moon
them as a "bevy."
among the stars was Marv Sewell.
men greatly lieK:i< 'ί ι·:ΐι· οΓ the j
to arrange matters ^o that be
fix
pay her millinery bills and
with
,· furnace and have her do away
·.· Sewell part of her name forever.
'i- ·e who could stay only a week or
•
wont away hinting at pistols and

,li:ed hearts. But Compton stayed
ι lie mountains themselves, for bo
e

one

Our Neighbor·.
Sunday School Teacher—Why did the
Lord command us to love our neighbor»? Little Lola—Oh. I guess it was
another way of telling us to love our

uuu
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all the rest of the country together.
No. slree! No tramping up perpendicular cliffs and being waked up at 4 in
the morning by a million flies and eating canned goods straight from the cltj
for me. Uttle old New York will take
select summer boarders. Comh
forts and conveniences of homes—that s
the ad. that I answer every time."
"You need a vacation, said the fat
man. looking closely at the other
"You haven't been away from town
Better come with me for
In years
two weeks anyhow. The trout in the
Beaverklll are Jumping at anything
Harding
now that looks like a fly.
writes me that he landed a three pound

She was all In white that day. and
thereby Compton lost a bet to Gaines.
out
counted
old gentleman carefully
Compton had wagered she would wear
$1.30 in silver change, leaving three
light blue, for she knew that was his
nickels for the waiter.
favorite color, and Compton was a milThey parted, as they did each year, lionaire's son, and that almost laid
at tbe door, the old gentleman going
blin open to the charge of betting on a
south. Stuffy north.
Hut white wa* her choice,
sure thing.
Around the first corner Stuffy turned
his head with twenand Gaines held
and stood for one minute. Then he
seemed to puff out his rags as an owl
puffs out his feathers and fell to the
Bidewalk like a sun stricken horse.
When the ambulance came, the
young surgeon and the driver cursed
softly at bis weight There was no
smell of whisky to Justify a transfer to
the patrol wagon, so Stuffy and his
went to the hospital.
two dinners
There they stretched blm on a bed and
tiegan to test him for strange diseases,
with the hope of getting h chance at
some problem with the Imre Bteel
And, lo. an hour later another ambulance brought the old geutleinan, and
they laid him on another hod and
spoke of appendicitis, for be looked

lieu

and the men rode clumsy farm
liorscs around In η glade In tbe woods
*nd caught curtain rings on tbe end ot
Such fun!
λ lance.
Cool and dry as tbe finest wine came
tbe breath of tbe shadowed forest The
«alley below was a vision seen through
A white mist from bid·
in opal baze.
len falls blurred the green of a hand'·
tireath of treetrps halfway down the
Youth made merry band la
ïforge.

•afford it. And Gaines stayed behe was a tighter and wasn't
in id of millionaires' sons, and—well,
adored the country.
"What do you think, Miss Mary?"
:
wild once. "I knew a duffer In New
• oik who claimed to like it In the sum
aer time; said you could keep cooler
here than you could In the woods.
1 don't
Wasn't he an awfully silly?
liiuk I could breathe on Broadway
1
ifter the 1st of June."
"Matuma was thinking of going back
week after next," said Miss Mary,
with a lovely frown.
"But when you think of It." said
Raines, "there are lots of Jolly places
The roof
the summer
η
town In
gardens, you know, aud the—er— the
.lU'.e

■

roof

gardens."

Deepest blue

was

the lake that day.

"Home

letter« junt cmne." *nid Adkiiu

Tools go out trumping In muddy
jrooks ami wear themselves out trying
u catch little tish us long us your fluIn town nod keep comforta·
\ ;er. Stay
Me—that's my Idea."
"Some letters Just came," said Addas.
"I thought you mii^lit like to
: uer.

"

I çlunce at them before you go
I.et us look over his shoulder and
1 *ead Just a few lines of oue of them:
My Dear, Dear Husband—Just received
four letter ordcrlnK us to stay another
almost gone,
Rita's cough Is
nonth.
lohnny has simply ι,όπο wild like a little
[ndlan. Will be the making of both chllwork so hard, and I know that
Iren.
four business can hardly afford to keen
—

best man that ever
here so lone.
you always pretend that you like the
trout Ashing that
summer.
In
slty
and all to
jrou used to be so fond of
come to you
keep us well nnd happy
If It were not doing the babies »<> much
I stood last evening on Chimney
pood.
rock in exactly the same spot where I
was when you put the wreath oi ro«is on
through all the world
my head.
when you aatd you would be my true
fifteen years ago, dear, just
knight
have always been that to me
think!
MART.
ever and ever,
oa

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The mati who said he thought New
York the finest summer resort in the
country dropped into a cafe on his way
home and had a glass of beer under ao
electric fan.
"Wonder what kind of a fly old Harding used." be said to himself.
A City and It· Pre··.
In some respects a modem city resembles a vast commercial bouse. In
commerce advertisement is the secret
of success, Hnd the most successful coadjutors of the municipality lu the development and pufling of a capital are
the, newspapers. And here Berlin Is
lacking. Her press is on a hopelessly
low level, Impoverished, without enterprise, under the thumb of the authoriIn Loudon. New York and Purls
ties
the press bas a voice In the running of
the city.—London Outlook.
A Roundabout Reply.
"Darling," said a young husband,

"what would you do If I should die?
Tell me!"
"Please don't suggest such a thing,"
"I can't bear the
was the reply.
thought of α stepfather for our little

boy!"

Unselfish.

She—George, Is that

one

of those ci-

gave you oo your birthday?
He—No; I'm saving those for my
She—You dear, self sacrificfriends.
ing, uuselflsh man!

gars

I

Man'· Dull Attire.

Britishers

are

constantly becoming

duller and more morose In tbe matter
of their clothes. Their carelessness In
this
respect seems sometimes t·
amount to affectation.
Chamber·'
—

Journal

...

ESTABLISHED ISS.

Fall· wm
M. A.
In town last week as the guett of George
(frrford
k. England. Mr. Brigbam is oonnected
with the new· department of the Oxford
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
County Citizen at Rumford.
WinflelcLPowera, who baa been helper
bowel trouble aod hemorrhage the folTrunk station the past
Paris HUL
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JUL. 14, 19U8.
lowing Monday night. On Tueeday her it the Orand
has been promoted to the position
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Andrew· of many friends ana acquaintance· were year,
news and of night operator.
Everett, Mus., are the guests of Mr. shocked to hear the audden
C. L. Heath and H. D. Cole returned
ATWOOD A FORBES,] Andrew·* parent·, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. much aympathy is felt for Mr. Pratt
health. While from Gilead Thursday, having finished
Andrews. Mr·. Andrew· will be re- who la not in the beat of

democrat,

Proprietor·.

Κ dit or· ud

A. E. ruBBJW.

UIUMI M. ATWOOD.

Tius —$1.50 a year If paid strictly la advance.
Kherwlse $3-00 a year. Single coplee 4 cento.

All legal advertisement·
A DTKBTisuiM'ro :
are given three coaaectlve insertions for 41.50
per inch In length of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er·.

New type, fast presses, electric
Jo· Panmxo
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of our bualum complete and popular.
IIÛ«LE COPIES.

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four oenu
each
They will be mailed on receipt of price by
(he publisher· or for the convenience of patron·
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on
«aie at the following places In the County
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
Noyé»' Dru* Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cote, Postmaster.
Buckfleld,
Mrs. Harlow, Post Office.
Pari· Hill.
Samuel T. White.
F. A SburCeff A Co.

Wni Pari·,

For Preeideat,

William H. Taft,
of Ohio.
For Yice-President,

JAMES S. SHERMAN,
of New York.

BERT M. FERNALD,

CHARLES P. MATCH,
of Augusta.
to

Congress,

For Judge of Probate,
of Bethel.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
For Register of Probate,
of Paris.
ALBERT D. PARK,
For County Treasurer,
of Paris.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
For County Attorney,
of Rumford.
RALPH T. PARKER,
For County Commissioner,
of Paris.
HENRY D. HAMMOND,
For Sheriff.
of Paris.

Hepreseutatlves to (h· Legislature,
of Kumford.
STANLEY B1SBEE
of Paris.
C. HOWARD LANE
of Porter.
OILMAN L. STANLEY,
For

of Hebron.

AUSTIN A. NELSON,

TEN BROECK W. STETSON,

of

Hartford.

Coming Events.
July

15.—l>euiocratlc state convention.

Bangor.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

a

most

and Kern.

enthusiastic convention

at Denver, the great Democratic party
has placed in nomination for president

and

vice-president

of the United States,

William Jennings Bryan, of Nebraska, a
twi<'e-defeated candidate for ptesident,
and John W. Kern of Indiana, a twice-

defeated candidate for governor of his
state.

If

experience

counts for

anything,

certainly these gentlemen have eminent

qualifications

for the honor of

the party to defeat.

leading

John's Letter.
Some fifty odd or even years
wheu a lad of ten, twelve, fifteen
mers or less, a book of Martin F.

ago,

sum-

Tup-

per's poetical patch work, was kicking
about the house, and on several set occasions I contracted with myself to
worry through with it, but invariably
broke the contract. Slowly and surely

the conviction that Tupper is tame,
fastened itself to my youthful fancy.
Children and youth are quite apt to
reach correct conclusions in such matI have no means of knowing
ters.
whether my taste was accurate then, or
1 only know that the uniotherwise.
versal world has nearly or quite forgotThere seems to
ten Tupper as a poet.
be no conflict between my youthful conviction and that of the growu up boys

and girl·.

If you will allow me to voico the feela boy of the past generation of
boys, and in the irreverent lauguage of
a boy, it wonld flow about thus: "Now,
You are dry as a
look here, Tupper'
wood pecker's hole. You can't prod
your poetical mustang into a trot of
one hour's duration to save your soul
Your muse is wide of
from terror.
brain and warm of heart, but weak of
wing and she rather flops than flies.
Your philosophy is sound, your moralBeyond
ity clean, your piety intrinsic.
a doubt you had a call to preach, but
never a call to teach a singing school.
When you would copy the liunet, tl>e
hen's cackle, the dog's bark, the children cry and the world stuffs cotton in
its ears and straightway forgets ti e
singer and the song. Stick to the pulpit
parson, and don't you seek to boss the
choir." The ear of a child can detect a
discord and can appreciate melody like
children of a larger growth, and ie
seldom at fault.
Almost as far back as my memory
runs, so far away that the time is hazy
with distance, I see a little tow-headed
•narler—meaning me, sitting one evening before an open flre, listening to his
father reading from the family paper,
the Morning Star.
Every article, save
one, in the issue of that date, buried
decades deep. The one article that remains is "The Bridge of Sighs," by
Thomas Hood. I recall the feelings it
I read it. myself
awakened even now.
again and again, crying over it. And
when lost mourned for it, longed for it,
at times, for years, but never saw it
again for a decade, when I met it in a
crowd of poems and recognized it instantly and was «lad. The old feeling
came again, but 1 didn't cry over it.
Th· world's atmosphere has a tendency
It is to be
to dry the fountain of tears.
observed that we cry less than we were
wont to cry, but we sweat more. It is

ings of

well.
Among the pictures that
that evening, framed and

were

The Misses Julia and Dorothy Carter
entertained a party of young ladies at
bridge last Friday afternoon on the lawn
at the Carter residence.
Mrs. Winslow and Miss Winslow of
Philadelphia, and Mrs. Smith and Miss
Smith of Boston, are at Miss Mary I.

room.

Misses Adelaide Case and Julia Carter,
assisted by several of the young ladies.
The puttiug contest was won by Arthur
Shaw and Mrs. Charles E. Case, and a
good time enjoyed.
Albert E. Davies of Concord, Ν. H.,
spent Sunday with his family here.
The Universalist Circle and play advertised for Friday evening has been
necessarily postponed. Further notice
later.
Saturday morning at nine o'clock
there will be a men's medal play tournament at the golf links for a special prize.
In the afternoon at three a ladies' medal
play tournament. At four o'clock tea
will be served.
FOKUKS

DI9TBICT.

Elroy Dean has been building an addition onto his barn of 25 feet.
Harris Ellingwood is building an addition onto his barn.
Joe Ellingwood lost acolt recently.
Herbert Allen is working for W. H.
Dunham hayiug.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fish from Boston, Mass., have spent a few days with
her aunt, Mrs. George Ripley, recently.
Gladys Edwards is spending a few
weeks with her aunt, Mrs. Mary Howe.
"Sear the hedge are -tweet wlM rose»,
In tangled confusion they grow.
Their blossom· adorn
This bright July mom,
Theli fragrance they fling to and fro."

Coats and Suits.
To the Public.
Easy to Cure Catarrh.
Notice of Foreclosure.
Millinery at Ureally Reduced Prices.
Blueberries
Eor Sale.

After

Thursday evening.

West Bethel.

Huit Cases, Trunks, Bags.

Bryan

the anmmer.
Archie H. Curtis, having completed
work at Oxford with his mill, has returned with his family to their home in
this village.
Mr·. Charles Edward Caee entertained
a large number of guest· at a tea last
Thursday, the occasion being in honor
of Mrs. Haviland, Mrs. Case's mother,
who is spending the summer with her.
A letter from Rev. E. O. Taylor, now
of Georgetown, Mass., a former paator
of the Paris Hill Baptist Church, says:
"We enjoy our new field of labor very
much and find much to encourage us."
Miss Anna Welles of Paris France, is
the guest of Misses Adelaide and Mary
Case of Paris, Me.
Hon. Prentiss Cummings of Brookline,
Mass., arrived at his summer home,
"Owl's Neet," last week.
Miss Adelaide Case gave a bridge party

Sparrow of the General Electric
Company, is a guest at*."01d Brick."
The first of the regular series of golf
teas for the present season was given at
the links last Saturday afternoon by

of Bethel.

HIRAM R. HUBBARD,

and the Miasee Ruth and Annabel Potter

arrived last Thursday at "JSlmhuret" for

W. H.

of Canton.

HENRY U. HASTINGS,

mer popular teacher in the primary
school here for several years.
Judge William P. Potter, Mr·. Potter

sitting

JOHN F. SWASEY,

For Senator,

for-

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Estes of West
Paris, are with Mrs. Estes' mother, Mrs.
Kyerson, who has been quite ill, but is
better now.
Dr. M. M. Houghton has returned
from a visit to Weld.
Loren Merrill is improving his residence by laying a hardwood fioor in the

Auditor,

Representative

a

Thayer's.

of Poland.

For

Perkina,

Mellen's.
Miss Hattie Hooper is a guest at William Hooper's.
Mr. and Mrs. Young and Miss Jessie
Ring of Lewiston, spent Sunday at J. M.

For Governor,

For State

membered m Mis· May

printed

hung in a
the walls of Memory's

favorable light on
Art Gallery are "One more unfortunate" standing "houseless by night,"
shivering in the "bleak winds of March"
just before she took that everlasting
plunge into the "black rolling river."
And this: "AH that is left of her now is

pure womanly."
was
Another picture
brought out
later—this—the "dissolute man" and
chief cause of all her woe shrinking into
the shalow, away from the dagger flash
of the poet's scorn.
It never occurred to me then, aid it
has never occurred to me since, that
Hood is tame, or Whittier, or Longfellow, Holmes or Lowell, and why? Because they sing in tune and neither flat
nor drag.
They were poets born and
not made; whereas Tupper was made
and not born. A few poetical sparkles
do not establish poetical fame. When a
writer or speaker gives utterance to
sound ideas in a dnll and spiritless way,
he lacks readers and hearers aud is accounted tame. That is what's the matI
ter with your uncle Martin.
JoH*.

"Hush a by, sings July,
To the "weary ones who lie
Neath the Linden's restful shade,
Hushaby, lilies fair,
Shed their frugrance on the air.
In each restful grove and glade.
Hush a by, earth and sky,
For the cool of autumn sigh,
While within the woodland deep,
!Iush-a by tchoes still,
Till each drewsy brook and rill
Sinks Into a dreamless sleep."

parcneu earui auu wmpu νρ^οιαtion cal let h for rain.
Mine Susan Tyler has gone to Kast
Water ford to work.
Webster K. Walker, of Nortb Bethel,
was in this village Sunday.
Thomas W. Vashaw and wife have
gone to Koxbury to work.
Mrs. Dolly Tyler, of Bethel Hill
visited old friends here last week.
Francis D. Mills went to Kast Bethel
July:tdto visit her sister, Mrs. Walter
Bartlett.
Howard Tyler is visiting his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Roife, in
Northwest Albany.
There was a basket picnic in Grover's
Birches on the 4th, but the attendance
was small.
Mrs. I. W. Mason, of Mexico, and her
sister. Miss Flora J. Wheeler, visited W.
A. Far well and family last week.
H. W. Dennison and family, of South
Paris, spent the 4th with hie parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan P. Dennison.
Alanson Tyler is manufacturing and
selling picture frames, and has a work
room under Grange Hall.
A sprinkling of rain on the evening of
the 4th, and heavy clouds over the moon
made everything fine for the burning of
ti reworks.
Tho sugar trust by suddenly advancing
the price a cent a pound will cause many
fruit cans to remain empty until the
berry season passes by and apples and
pumpkins are grown.
1 ue

Locke's Mills.

The glorious Fourth passed off very
the "night before" was

quietly here, but
noisy enough.
Several of

our

farmers

have

begun

haying, and all report a very light crop.
The gardens are beginning to suffer for

the want of rain.
Mr. Dana Grant is having a new
piazza built. Alton Bacon of Bryant's
Pond is doing the work.
Mrs. Helen Powers is visiting at Mrs.
Charles Bartlett's.
Mr. Elmer Fisk is sick with the
measles.
Mr. James Crooker was sick for λ few
days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Azel Bryant were in
Auburn Wednesday to attend the wedding of their son, Ordell Bryant.
Mr. and Mrs. Kitteridge of South
Portland have been spending a few days
at Camp Comfort, on the shore of North
Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cummings are rejoicing over the birth of a daughter
June 17.
Mr. Addison Bryant received the sad
news Wednesday
morning that his son
Charles had died in the Roxbury, Mass.,
hospital. Ue was overcome by the intense heat of Tuesday, and taken to the
hospital, where he passed away during
the uight.

programme:
Secltatlon
««"•"on

SecltaUon

Mrs. Pratt haa their painting job.
for aome months
H. J. Libby has sold the grass oo the
not been in the best of health, it was
the livery man.
not known that she bad any cause for I York farm to Morse,
which
alarm from her phyalcai condition and I The Bartlett sisters oottage,
at the bead of
she bad been cheerful and even at the stands near the railroad
near being destroyed by
last did not realize that the end was the lake, came
fire Wednesday. Sparks from an engine
near.
near by, which
M re. Pratt waa the second wife of Mr. set fire to the graaa
a bard fight the
Pratt and bad been married three yeara I spread rapidly. After
the summer resiin June. She waa well and favorably I trackmen, assisted by
oontrol. The presknown in our community aa ahe atayed I dents, got it under
for fires to
the moat of the time for about five year· I ent drouth makes it possible
in the home of I run nearly everywhere, even in farmers'
her
to
marriage
previous
Dr. and Mra. Ο. E. Yates. She was the mowing fields.
The Fourth was a very quiet day here.
fifth and youngeat child of J. W. and
of There was no effort to celebrate. Most
Mary C. Allen, and passed the most
for a cool spot in
her earlier life on the home farm in the I people were looking
the day. Some
Dean neighborhood. Her mother, who I which to get through
South Pond, and
who is a widow, has been living with passed the day at
were included the families
Mrs. Pratt and is now at South Union among these
Geo. Q. Perham
and nearly prostrated by ber lose. Mr. of Geo. L. Cushman,
Mr. and Mrs.
Pratt will also go to South Union to stay and Dana 0. Dudley.
James L. Bowker celebrated the day in
for a wbile in the family with his son.
sisAll the children in the Allen family I a family gathering at the Bartlett
besides their
have passed on, except the oldest, J. ters cottage, entertaining
own immediate family, Mr. and Mrs.
Q. Allen.
Mrs.
Mrs. Pratt had been an interested Edward Stanley of Bethel, Mr. and
member of tbe W. C. T. U., and was an Irving L. Bowker of Portland and Mr.
esteemed member of Onward Rebekab I and Mrs. Albert L. Bowker of West
Lodge. The funeral service was held I Paris.
H. M. Estes, who has charge of the
here last Thnrsday at 10 A. m., at the
Universalist church, conducted by Rev. I Portland milk car, has been quite sick
I
Miss Macduff. Onward lodge attended and off duty this week. James M. Day
in a body and escorted the mourners to is taking bis place on the car.
One of the smart old men of the town
the cemetery where they performed the
Music was I and perhaps the oldest man in Oxford
burial service of the order.
furnished by a mixed quartette aud County is Mr. Stephen Rowe of thie
A good village, who celebrated bis ninety-third
there were beautiful llowers.
lie was born in Hewoman haa passed from our community birthday July 4tb.
bron, July 4, 1815. His father was
and she will be much missed.
The Parle Manufacturing Company Joseph Rowe, one of the old pioneers
have cut out a lot of lumber the past and among the early settlers of Hebron.
winter in Albany and 1104 thousand The mother was a Whittemore, and these
feet has been sawed by Mr. Frank L. two names are still familiar among the
of
Willie, at the portable saw mill owned families of the county as descendents
and operated by him for the Paris Com- its first settlers. Mr. Rowe was for
one of the most prosperous,
pany. The season's work closed about many years
enterprising farmers of Greenwood, but
two weeks ago and about half the lum
ber has been hauled out here to the fac- for nearly fifty years he has been a resihas always had
tory. About 600 thousand feet still re- dent of our village and
main in the woods, and this is being the good will and friendship of Its citito
are
congratulate
pleased
hauled out as fast as possible by three zens, who
four-horse teams driven by the Mayhew him on this his ninety-third anniversary
the wish
with
the
glorious Fourth,
Brothers and Laforest Emery. It prob- of
to welcome in
ably will take until late autumn to get that he may be spared
this lumber out. This fall the Paris many more years to this grand old age.
Company will build Dew camps, changEast Sumner.
ing from Albany over the line into
At present it looks like a dry camGreenwood, thus making it more convenient to cut over the rest of their tim- paign, politically and agriculturally.
ber lot. As was the case before, the It may, however, be termed a heated
for the farmers especially.
new camps will be about one aod a half campaign
miles from tbe saw mill. Mr. Willis is Unloss rain soon relieves the parched
at home for the summer and is learning soil, crops must be very light. The hay
His water crop is light at best, and the vegetable
to run his automobile.
must also be the same without
power saw mill, about one mile from crop
the village on the Greenwood road, has speedy relief from the serious drouth
succesbeen run for the past season by Oscar that now prevails. For several
A. Kimball, and about 125 thousand sive days the mercury has been scoring
the 7th Inst,
feet of long lumber and some ehiogleu in the nineties, and on
ie
has been sawed. Mr. Kimball expects reached IOC degrees in the shade. It
and the great unto continue to work for Mr. Willis, who awful for the farmers
intends to make barrels this winter. He terrified at Denver. Up at the "Rangehas purchased a nice outfit of machinery leys," however, we found it very comfor the purpose, and will put this in fortable, and crowds are resorting thereworking order so ae to begin making to daily.
This extremely hot weather is bringthe barrels this fall.
Mrs. W. C. White and son Lionel of ing lots of people from the sweltering
Lewiston, accompanied by her sister, cities to old Maine's lovely resorts.
Mise Wyona V. Farr, have been vinitiu? Scarcely a town in the Pine Tree State
Mrs. S. T. White ever since Monday of but what offers nice, shady retreats,
cool springs and healthful air, with
last week.
no
Mrs. George Lewis of Bryant ville, mountain, lake and forest scenery
Mass
Is the guest of Miss Jennie L. where else excelled, to cheer the eye
and soul of the visitor to her lovely
Bradbury for a week or two.
Miss Winnie Dudley was at W. G. domains.
has all these
Old Oxford County
Hammond's a few days last week.
Miss Ina Nutting of Auburn is visiting essential features in lavish abuudance.'
Beautiful mountain vistas, an abundMrs. Albert Ryder.
Mrs. Josephine A. Bates is spending ance of silvery lakes, sparkling brooks
the months of June and July with rela- fed by never failing springs of clear,
tives and friends near New Haven. Conn cool water, cheerful, happy homes, and
Theodore, son of Mr. V. W. Bates of above all an intelligent, loyal people,
New Haven, has come here to spend the who know how to entertain the happy
summer with his grandparents, Mr. and guest to her precincts.
Oxford County is made up of rough
Mrs. L. C. Bates. Mr. Bates and family
this is a physical condition
spent a few days of last week at Camn hills, yet
Nontana (an Indian name.) It will be necessary to good, healthful air and
water.
Comparatively few bogs or
remembered that this fine camp at Little pure
Concord Pond in Woodstock was built marshes are found and consequently
last season, and is the property of Ver- healthful air and water is unlimited. A
pleasant homo among her hills is prefernal W. Bates.
C. F. Bardeu has bfen making some able to a conventional life in Washington, D. C., and we have decided to stay
improvements in his house.
Mr. Wintield Emmons, who has been here with—"Slocum."
in town for some time, is in poor health
East Brownfield.
with heart trouble.
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens was the guest
r.. wneeier auenueu
nr. ana aire. r
the meeting and banquet of the Oxford of her daughter Mrs. Gertrude Leavitt
and Androscoggin Medical Associations last week.
C. O. Stickney spent a few days here
Monday evening last week and report a
delightful occasion. The affair was recently.
The W. C. T. U. held an unusually inheld at the remodeled and newly opened
Mt. Madison House at Gorham, N. 11., teresting meeting last Friday at Mrs.
which ie now enlarged and improved so Julia Bean's.
Miss Hattie Eastman is being enterit is one of the best high class hotels in
the mountains. Dr. Wheeler bad the tained at the borne of C. D. Pessenden.
Ned Stickney is at Hiram Gatcheirs.
honor of being elected vice-president of
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Giles entertained
the Oxford Association.
Mrs. Sunan B. Claflin ie having her a little party July 4.
houne
shingled. Mrs. Claflin, who
Denmark.
spent the winter with relatives in MassaMrs. Geo. A. Hill and daughter of
chusetts, is now at home and is in poor
Barre, Vt., are spending a short vacation
health.
Walter Emery and family of Portland with Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Belcher.
Silver Lodge, No. 19, I. 0. 0. F., R.
vacation
have been having a two weeks
D., conferred degree upon two candivisiting relatives in this vicinity.
Horatio B. Hammond has been having dates Thursday evening. Ice cream and
cake was served after the ceremony.
a week's vacation from his work at the
Mr. Geo. Chase and wife and son, Mr.
Leavitt hardware store at Norway and
has been at home with hie parents. He Harold Perkins and wife of Portland,
purchased and cut the grass belonging spent the 4tb with Mr. and Mrs. Dudley
Perkins.
to S. W. Dunham and Ο. H. Marston.
The book purchasing committee of
Haying is in full blast in this section,
the public library association would be but the yield Is very light.
Mr. Steve Jewett, Jr., is at home for a
glad to have any one report to them any
book which they would like added to short vacation, and will take Mrs. Ada
the library as they will make up a new Tibbetts to Manchester, Ν. H., with him
on his return there.
list to be purchased this month.
Mr. J. H. Cole, who has been working
all summer on the new addition to the
North Waterford.
Mt. Madison House at Gorham, Ν. H.,
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown, who have
there
for
to
to
continue
stay
expects
been at Lewiston for several weeks,
Mrs. Cole attended
some time to come.
have come home for a few weeks and
the banquet and grand opening of the
brought home company with them.
hotel on July 1st, remaining eeveral
Alonzo Brickett of Norway is visiting
days to visit relatives.
at D. H. Lebroke's.
Mrs. A. K. Baldwin and son, also Mrs.
Twelve members of Waterford Grange
Lincoln, Mr. Baldwin's sister, returned visited Kezar Lake Grange Monday
to Brunswick last Thursday after spendevening, July 6th, by invitation. Tbey
ing two weeks with Mrs. Baldwin's did the degree work in a manner that
A.
£.
Marshall.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
parents,
they might be proud of. All felt well
Mr. Baldwin has also been at Mr.
paid for the lovely journey, and did
Marshall's.
good justice to the supper, and are in
Friday, about four o'clock, our people hopes to have the pleasure of going
noticed a smoke in the direction of
again in the near future.
Snow's Kalis, which proved to be the
Guy Bancroft has gone to Mechanic
of
the
the
left
side
house
on
dwelling
Falls. His little daughter is staying at
road going down, ocoupied by Mr. Frank
Bryant's.

I

I
I

j

I

Da\non and family and owned as we unby the Cordwell Brothers. It
caught up stairs around the chimney

derstand

in dames when discovered.
Aboutlall the household effects and quite
a lot of wood outside was burned and it
was with difficulty that the neighboring
house was saved. The fire ran a few
rods into the woods but very fortunately
was
arrested
before getting further

and

was

headway.

Mrs. John L. Marshall and daughter
are spending the summer here at her old
home with her mother, Mrs. Locke.
Mr. Marshall is still working for the
Fairbanks Company. He has been successful and likee his work.
Flora Edgerly has returned to her
Lake.
Norway
work here, having spent a very pleasant
Thomas Everett of Otisfield, and -his vacation with friends and relatives in
son Fred, of Melrose, Mass., visited at Bridgton and Harrison, during the time
which she attended the graduation at
Asa Frost's recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Woods spent the the academy, which was doubly investtheir
father
and
5th
with
4th and
ing, as a friend of hers was in the class.
mother, A. D. Frost and wife.
Mrs. Verta Frost has returned from
North Paris.
visiting in Massachusetts, and her son
Little May Ladd of Portland is visitCharles came with her for a few days
with Mrs. Maud Westcott at M. D.
Mrs. C. A. Stephens has returned ing
Fobs.'
from Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mr·. Carl Peterson, Mr. and
Chester A. Flint is confined to the
Mrs. Carl Bacon, Mr. D. H. Curtis and
house with a sore foot.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Field and family of
Mrs. Lydia A. Titcomb is stopping at
this place, and Edgar Ladd of Portland,
Cherter A. Flint's for a while.
visited at M. D. Foss1 July 5.
Leola Noyes is attending summer
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Field and family,
school at Farmington.
and Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hollis and famiKinsmal Hill, who baa been ill for
the Fourth at West Sumner.
several weeks, is again on hie meat cart. ly spent
Mrs. Diantha Fuller, a lady 84 years
Mrs. Hill is not as well as she was for
old has papered and painted her kitchen
a while.
herself.
Mrs. Fred Wheeler, of Wakefield,
Wallace Andrews of Portland gave a
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Geo.
of Fireworks Monday night,
Frost. Their father, Mr. Philbrook, is display
July 0. On account of the rain the night
with her.
of
the
Fourth, it was omitted.
Mrs. V. L. Patridge visited at Norway
July 7.
Mrs. Winfield Potter visited at Geo.
David Graves and family with a friend,
Dnnn's in Pike Hill District, recently.
are stopping at his cottage.
Iva Kilgore is spending her vacation
Mr. Samuel Hazelton is very sick. Mr.
at her father's.
McAlister, of Norway, is his nurse.
Ernest Murch went to Berlin, Ν. H.,
Mrs. Ida M. Brown is at home for a
few weeks. She will go to Marion,
July 9.
The Norway Lake Woman's Clab met Mass., In Augnst, where she has a position as matron.
with Mrs. Stephens, July 8.

BockfMd.
The celebration of tbe Fourth passed
off withoat special incident. A quiet
"night before" wu followed by the
uaual racket all daj. The Horriblee appeared at 0:30 ▲. m., and was all that
could be deeirea in that line. Thej were
followed by sports in the square, comprising foot, sack, and potato races, followed by a greased pig race, which was
won by Emery Jordan after aabarp run.

Weft SumHr.
The Glorioaa Poartb patted off very
inietly here. Very few explosives were
leed on account of the exceeding dryThe dinner served by the Baptist
ι leu.
circle was well patronised. An entertainment was given with the following

Bryant's Pood.
Brigbam of Romford

Ι
W«t Paria.
Μη. Gertrude Allen Pratt, of thl«
place, who with her husband, W. H.
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Pratt, waa visiting hia sod at South
Union, «η taken auddenly ill July 4th,
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
and after some aevere suffering died of

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Music.

Ε tu Holll·
llMjorT TtomM
Earl HolUt

Elite Oerrr In the afternoon there were two horse
Berth» Swift races and a ball game at Jordan's track.
.1(1» Thorn»»
The Rev. P. M. Lamb of Campello,
Music.
Man., haa accepted a call to the pasΕ. E. Field gave a reading—one of torate of the
Baptist chu robe· of Buck,
(Vhlttier'a poems.
field and East Sumner, Mr. Lamb will
Blnli Learning to Fly
begin his labors with these churches on
ana girl*.
nine
■f; H. 8. Robertson and Ourboy·
Country*» Flag the first Sunday in September. Mr.
Beading
Mr·. H. 8. Robertson.
Lamb is well known in this section of
Mule.
the state and has also held several long
Remarks were made by Ε. E. Field and successful pastorates in MassaΕ. B. Robertson.
chusetts.
The choir who furnished the music
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Irish and daughconsisted of the following persons:
ter of West Paria and Mr. and Mrs.
Louella
Alma
Dunham,
Baker were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Soprano—Mrs.
Farrar, Gladys Young.
Withington over the Fourth.
Alto—Mrs. H. S. Robertson.
Allen Irish of Bath, was with Mr. and
Bass—A. G. Farrae, Geo. West.
Mrs. H. A. Irish over Saturday and SunOrganist—Mrs. H. G. Jewett.
day.
Mr. Chester Tuttle of Augusta, spent
Every one pronounced it a very pleasant occasion.
a few days of last week at the home of
Mrs. Carl Dunham and little son Ray- his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Tuttle.
mond went to South Paris Thursday,
Miss Flossie Dorr of Sumner, has been
called there by the illness of Mrs. Dun- visiting her father, Mellen Dorr, and also
ham's sister, Mrs. Nellie Farnum..
at J. F. Packard's during the past week.
Master Earl Dunham, who has just
W. M. Ricker and family spent tbe
the
is
one
of
seventh
Fourth with Mr. Ricker's mother and
birthday,
passed his
lucky boys. His birthday comes on the brother at Sabbatus, Me.
4th of July, and he is always sure of a
Frank Roberts is atv work renovating
lively time on that day. He was pre- the Baptist parsonage.
Miss Martha Cole has built a piazza
sented this year with a beautiful birthday cake and also a magic Isntern. Some around two sides of her home on High
friends were invited in and a pleasant Street, greatly improving the looks and
evening was passed with music and so- adding to the comfort of the place.
Mrs. Benj. Hodgdon and eon of Bos*
cial chat. Refreshments were served.
Your correspondent wishes to make a ton, Mass., have been visiting Mrs. Hodcorrection. In making out the report of don's sister, Mrs. C. M. Irish.
Mrs. R. C. Green of Auburn, was in
the S. B. R. Club's decision as to the six
town over Sunday with her brother I.
greatest living women, through an oversight the name of Mary A. Livermore wan W. Ellingwood.
Mr. H. O. Clement, who has been at
inserted instead of Maud Ballington
Booth. We regret that the impression Mr. C. M. Irish's tbe past week returned
has gone out that the club is so far be- to Bridgton.
During vacation Mr.
hind tbe times that they did not know Clement will assist at the summer
had
passed school to be held there.
that Mary A. Livermore
Quite a delegation from the local W.
away. The president has received several communications concerning it. As C. T. U. and members of the Nezinscot
much trouble is caused by lack of History Club attended the field daj at
the home of H. D. Irish. A basket picthought as by lack of knowledge.
C. E. Leighton of Rumford, was here nic was held at noon. The day was
and spent a few days with his sister, spent in discussions of various phases of
Mrs. James Buck, since her recent ill- the temperance question and good citiness.
zenship movement. Addresses were
Clinton Bisbee of Auburn, spent the made by Rev. Mr. Markley of Turner
Bis4th with bis father, Mr. Sylvester
Centre, Rev. Mr. Clark of Turner Vilbee.
lage and others.
an
auto
Misses Laura and Georgia Deane have
Horace Farrar has purchased
to
run
it.
a
license
and procured
gone to Old Orchard for the summer.
Mrs. Mary Buck and two children, Miss Laura drove through with her
Llewellyn and Eva, went to Lewiston to team.
Mr. Geo. Hersey has moved his family
spend tbe 4th. On tbelr retnrn they
were accompanied by Cora Ferguson, back to Flemington, New Jersey, where
he has a fine position.
who will stay a week with them.
Mrs. Warren S. Shaw is a guest of
Mrs. Lillian Maxim and daughtei
to
Livermore
went
Wileon Shaw. Mr. Shaw is to come later
Edna and son Aiden
from their home in Ohio, where Mr.
Tuesday.
Linnle Pratt has gone to Stearns Hill Shaw is engaged In engraving and newsto work for Mrs. Wm. Steams.
paper work.
Farmers report about half a crop of
Theda Glover is at home from Livermore Falls.
hay as the average yield.
Rev. A. W. Pottle believes that cleanDeaconess Sanford has bought a cow
liness is next to Godlinese and is showof M. F. Ford.
Roy Pulsifer left Saturday for Lynn, ing his faith by bis works. Workmen
Mass. Mr. Pulsifer will be employed as arrived Thursday to install a bath room
a cook at a fashionable restaurant at one at tbe Pottle home.
of the beaches.
Frederick Sanford of New York, ar
Bethel.
rived at Ryemoor Saturday. Mr. SanThe Fourth passed rather quietly in
Found
New
ford left the next day for
our village, although the "night before"
land.
was somewhat hilarious but did not
οι
two
here
will
remain
Mrs. Sanford
equal former years.
three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Whitney have been
Ε. B. Robertson of Cambridge, Mass
on an auto trip to Lancaster, Ν. H.
came here to spend the Fourth with hit
Wednesday tbe auxiliary to the W. B.
mother, Mrs. H. S. Robertson. Mr F. M., met at the Congregational parRobertson left for Cambridge the nexl
sonage. The meeting was of unusual
day.
interest as Mrs. Horatio Newell of
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Doble of Paris,
Japan, who has been a missionary there
were the guests of Mrs. Doble's parents,
for nearly twenty years, gave a most
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Doble, the Fourth
interesting account of her work.
Paris
to
has returned
Mr. Doble
Mrs. Salome Kimball, widow of Ira C.
a
will
make
longei
while Mrs. Doble
Kimbail, died at tbe home of her daughstay.
ter, Mrs. Hersey, at Keene, Ν. H., July
Mrs. James Buck had another attacl 3d. Mrs. Kimball and
family were resiof nervous trouble Saturday evening
dents of Bethel for many years and the
Dr. Heald was called and he was abl< burial took
place in tbe family lot at
to relieve her in a short time. At thii
Woodlawn Cemetery, where a short serwriting she is very much improved.
vice was held conducted by Rev. W. C.
Mr. Freeman Farrar has been in pooi
Curtis, pastor of the Congregational
health for some months. One morning
church, her former church home.
recently not feeling an appetite foi
Mrs. Ella Carter and daughters have
to
the
barn
out
breakfast, he walked
gone to Gardiner to epend the summer.
a
turr
If
he
took
thinking perhaps
The Ladies' Club will hold their anaround tbe premises he would feel better nual
fair, Thursday, August 13.
He had with him a portion which beinf
! Friday the remains of Mrs. Samuel
nauseated he dreaded to swallow. Ir
Gould, a former resident of Bethel,
making tbe attempt he felt a sudder were brought here for burial.
choking sensation and something cam<
Misses Mason and Bootbby are spendup in his throat so high he was able tc
a vacation in Portland.
reach down and get hold of it and witl ing
Mrs. A. M. Edwards and son Sumner,
a quick movement he pulled it out of hii
have arrived at their sumBowdoin,
mouth and threw It on the floor. H< mer home.'09,
then lost consciousness for a few mo
A cablegram from W. K. Woodbury,
ments. When he came to himself th<
Esq of Pottsville, formerly an Oxford
"monster" was still alive and lay then
man, announced the safe arrival
beside bis false teeth which bad beer County
of himself and family in Naples, July 0.
Far
Mr.
same
time.
the
at
out
pulled
They will remain abroad until Sept 1.
rar seized an axe and chopped off iti
Mr. Ernest Walker took an auto trip
head. He did not measure it, but b<
to Farmington this week to visit his
thinks it was a foot long. Since then Mr
sister, Mrs. Metcalf.
Farrar's stomach has very much ira
Tbe carpenters are all busy. Springproved.
er's Mill is on its way to completion;
Herrick Brothers' garage and machine
AiDany.
shop is fast going up; Mrs. Godwin is
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Andrews anc having a large front added to her house
family and Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Guptil on Mechanic Street, and Mr. Copeland
is building a fine house on Kilbourn
spent the 4th at East Stonebam.
The L. R. T. Club meets with Mrs Street
Alma Judkins July 15.
Prof. Charles
Kellogg of "Nature
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sawin and soi Camp" fame will be heard at Odeon
t
of
North
Waterford,
spent
Glyndon,
Hall, July 10.
few days in town recently.
Mr. and Mra. M. F. Lord and son VivOxford.
ian, spent the 4th io Lovell, at "Hewnis attending sumLena
Perkins
Mitd
oak's," the summer home of Douglai mer school at Orino.
Volk, of New York.
Mrs. Augustus Perkins and daughter,
Albert Keniston had the good luck tc
of Cambridge, are
catch a trout that weighed one and one· Miss Eva Perkins,
It was a beauty, and visiting relatives here.
half pounds.
Rev. Geo. Ilannaford, a former pastor
Master Albert may well be proud ol
of the M. £. church, was here on Sunsuch a fine catcb.
day.
There was a family gathering at F. G
Geo. Walker'· family, of Portland,
Sloan's the 4th. Those present were:
H. R. Harris' cottage
W. A. Bragg, of Bethel, Mr. and Mrs. are occupying Dr.
J. S. Holt, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Holt, on the shore of Lake Thompson.
Davis have gone
and
Edward
Ernest
of East Bethel, Mr. and Mrs. Elliott
Rich and son Harold, of Bethel, Fred to North Carolina.
Harry Hayes, of Baltimore, is visiting
Robinson, of Portland.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. 9. Hayes.

Becltotion
Becltatlon

East Bethel.

has commenced. About onehalf a crop is expected.
Mr. George Blake and family of Maiden, Maes., are spending a vacation with
their relatives here.
Miss Ellen Stone a returned missionary, visitod her friend, Mrs. J. W.
Bean, here last week.
Mr. A. C. Rich, "Doctor of Optometry," Auburn, Me., visited friends
here lant week. »
School closed Friday, the 3d.
Miss Rose Greenwood of Dudley ColThe glass blowers are giving an exlege passed the 4th with friends here.
hibition here.
Mrs. Etta Bean has gone to Norway to
do dressmaking.
Wilson's Mills.
Swarms of grasshoppers are in all the
Haying has begun.
fields and intervales.
There was a much needed rain Sunday
River drivers have been clearing the
night.
pulp, etc., from the river here.
logs,
their
automobile
Several
parties spent
4th here fishing.
But Waterford.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hart have been to

Lancaster to see his mother and spend
the 4th.
Mrs. Harry Pennock and two children
have gone to Newry.
Mrs. Lewis Olson has been very sick
with hysteric fits, but is improving.
Leon Bennett ie carrying the lake mail
while Phillip Garland is having a vacation.
A party consisting of Mr. G. E. Nason
and Master Rodger, Mr. W. H. Hart and
son Joseph, Jesse Flint, Lawrence Littlehale, Earl Hoyt and Roland Ripley spent
the 4th at Golebrook..

Byron.
A rifle shoot and a clay pigeon shoot
at Gum Corner and Hop City came off

the 4th. Will Aris won the prize for the
rifle shoot
a Byron gold
ring to be
given by P. A. Whitney to flt Mrs. Aris'
finger. Some very good shooting at the
pigeons. Earn Knapp and will Aris
soemed to take the lead.
"Bone" Jackson is in town. Hie
eluces are set and he is gold mining, as
he has done for year·. He entertained a
party at a picnic dinner at his place
near Coos Bridge the other day.
J. C. Taylor and wife visited at Dr.
Taylor's last week.
Jotham Shaw and his daughter, Mrs.
Millie Taylor, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Green, of East Winthrop. We learn that
Mr. Green is quite feeble. Mr. Jotham
Shaw has obtained the insurance on his
buildings reoently destroyed by fire.
—

Strawberries

are

around the graveyard

near

his place.

B. G. Mclntire went to

day

on

business.

Quebec

Thurs-

Mrs. M. D. Washburn, whose rheumatism is somewhat improved, returned
to Auburn Thursday for further treatment. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Mclntire accompanied her, returning the same day.
H. O. Rolfetook them in his auto.
Geo. Cutting, wife and child, of South
Paris, are visiting at H. 0. Rolfe's.
Mr. and Mrs. Benton W. Sanderson,
of Mendon, Mass., and Miss Helen, of
Lewiston, are at L. M. Sanderson's.

Elsie

Sanderson

Lewiston

during

was

the 4th.

home

for you.

F. H. NOYES CO.

icore:

WEST PA BIS.
δ
5
4
δ
5
3
4
S
4

P.O. A.
10
115
ο
2
0
2
2
0
2
0
0
8
0
0
Η
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
110
12
0"
0
10
0
8
10
1
2
1
2

38

Totals,

7

Β.Π.

»

*28

Moody, 3-b
L Hearee, ·.*
Hammond, l.f
Wilson, c.f
Hall, r.f

A.B.
4
4
4
4
3
4
3
3
2

Totals

31

3ole 2 b

>i!all out, hit

West Pari·,
Auburn

Η.

B.H.

V Ο.

10
7
0
10
0
1
9
0
0
3
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
2
3
0
1
ο
0
ο
3

5

27

Α.

1
3
1
2
2
2
0

>niimmi>8iiH

Κ.

0
ο

21

1
2
1

11

by batte<l ball.
Score by Inning*.
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—Total.
0 0 1 1 1 0 2 2 0—7
0 0002001 0—3

HKRRON

4;

YANNIGANS

EDIS

0.

The South Paris Vannigaus lost to [
Hebron at that place Saturday by the I
above score. Inability to hit the ball

PHONOGRAPHS

with the bases occupied was the
of the Yannigana downfall.

South Paris town team was unable to
arrange a game for last Saturday, but
will play West Paris on the High School
grounds next Saturday. Game called at
3 o'clock. The team will practice Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday nights, and
all who expect to play are asked to
make a special effort to be present.

is

a

Don't make the mistake' of thinking that every talking machine
the only
Phonograph. The EDISON PHONOGRAPH is

by THOMAS A. EDISON.
ami better renditions of music than any other
clearer
gives
form of sound-reproducing machine.
Hear the new models at our store $12.30 »<> $53.00

one

invented
It

Eacli.
A

communication reached the Democrat office too late (or publication last week, and bo it is published
in this issue. This paper take· no sides
in discussions of this kind, and the following article is published at the earnest
request of the writers.]
Nouway, Me., July 6, 1908.

[The following

Timekeepers.

Rloliarde.

BEST THE

me

WHERE IS, Nellie O. Williams of Brownfleld,

la the County of Oxford ami State of Maine, by
lier mortgage deed, dated the nlnteenth day of
Dctober, A. D. 1901, and recorded In the Western
District Oxford IiegtHtry of Deeds, Book 83,
Giles of said Brown['age 588, conveyed to L.of R.real
estate situate Id
a certain parcel
tald Brownfleld and descrliied as follows : The
so-called,
containing one
Farm,
ieorge Roger·
Hundred acres more or less; part of lot-) No. 29
tud SO In cutters Grant (so-called), meaning the
lame land conveyed to Orlando A. Blake and
Mmon A. ltoucrn from Alpheus Rogers by ileed
>f Sept. 30,1811, and from Olando A. Blake and
Eliza Rogers to Nellie O. Williams, Oct. 19,laoi.
ind for further description see record of deed
'rom Alpheus Rogers to Orlando A. Blake and
ilmon Rogers, western Oxford Registry of
Seeds, Book 64, Page 578.
AI <o one other lot or parcel of land with the
)Ulldlngs thereon situated In said Brownfleld

left,

ple

•t^JEarljMBIeer·

always

PHARMACY

AT THE

on

hand.

OF

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F.

we

Bargains.

line of Edison Records

complete

Editor Democrat.

Watch

"It

CO.

01
0
1

Thayer.

cause

*

I

Karned run*, West Parle 1, Auburn 1. Two
haac-hlts, Wilson, Skinner, L. Howe. Threebase hit, Bearce. Sacrifice hlta, N. Kowe, KidFirst batte on balU, off Klchardson 0; off
Ion.
Struck out, by Richardson 8; by
Skinner 1.
Skinner 4. Left on bases, West Parle 7, Auburn
f.
Double plays, Richardson to L. Kowe;
First base on
Bearce to Cole to Chapman.
errors, West Paris β; Auburn 1. Hit by pitched
ball, by Richardson 2. Umpire, Price. Scorer,

safely

BHITRTLEFF

Α.

F.

tntRTLEFF A CO.

A.

F.

11

AUBURN.
Perkins, c
•kiDoer, ρ
Jbapm&n, lb

Norway

South Parle

o|

8

world affords. It cured a felon on my
Clubman's Letter.
thumb, and It never fails to heal every
sore, burn or wound to which it Is applied." 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s
West Haktfokd, Jnly 8th, 1098.
I have heard it remarked several times drag store.
lately that we are having hot weather.
The 200 pairs of moccasins taken north
Tuesday, the 7th, the glass registered
were made in Monmouth.
103 in the shade. How is that for high? by Perry,
Lucy bu a little lamb,
He follow* her around;
JUST EXACTLY RIGHT.
She says she will never sell the wool
opposite the homestead of the late Almon
"I have used Dr. King's New Life tearly
For twenty oeats a pound.
loger»; bounded as follows, to wit: On the
find
them
and
forth by land of Horace Blake; East by highway
The lamb in question is a full-blooded Pilla for several years,
West by land of O.
says Mr. A. A. ο South Hiram ; South and
right,"
exactly
60
just
six
weeks
old,
weighs
and containing one acre more or leas;
Oxforddown,
I.
of Harriaville, Ν. Y. New Life md Blake,
Felton,
the
small
said L. R. Giles assigned said mortfor
whereas
Can
be
pounds.
Pilla relieve without tbe leaat discom- gage deed to us, the undersigned, by his assign·
sum of #25.00 and Is a bargain at that.
recorded In
for
constipation, aent dated Jane 34, A. D 1908,94,and
We bave had new potatoes for the last fort. Beat remedy
Page 399, and
25c. at F. A. •Id Registry of Deeds,ofRook
malaria.
and
biliousness
said
mortgage has been
rhcreaa the condition
two weeks. They are a new variety
store.
iroken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
called the John P. Swaaey patatoe. All Shurtleff <fc Co.'s drug
f the condition thereof we claim a foreclosure
In want of the kind can get them next
< f said mortgage.
Man/ Woman Pratt· This Bemed jr.
winter in Washington.
July 9, A. D. 1908.
Mother Gray, a nurse In New York.dlacovered
CHARLES F. WORK.
Mr. Harry Brown, from Waltham, An aromatic pleasant herb cure for women · 111·, <.
HENRY Β. Β ART LETT.
s
S-30
AUSTRALIAN-LEAF It lsthe only
Mass., Is expected to visit Sumner Flat
and
weakness
female
certain regulator. Cure»
l>efore he returns to Waltham.
Backache. Kidney, Bladder and Urinary trouFred Caswell has been very slok for bles. At all Druggists or by mall BO eta. SamFBBB. Address, Tbe Mother Gray Co., Le
the last two weeks, bnt is gaining now.

ι

ing Repaired, Cleaned, Pressed as
We are waiting
it ought to be.

ng Auburn to five scattered bits and
itriking out eight men.
There were no Helding features worthy
>f note, but in batting the three-baselit of Bearce was one of the best bite
nade on the grounds this season. The

Γ. Farrura, 2 b
L. Kowe, 3-b
i. Kowe, C
ilmw, 1-b
Bowker, r.f
flldlon, β.β
?ookson, l.f
itlch, c.f
ftlcbardson, ρ

than what you have.

We are Men's and Boys' Outfitters, also Custom Tailors. Cloth-

îichardeon first class support, only une
being charged against them, and
return, pitched excellently, hold-

Κ.

perhape

Reasonable.

irror
ie in

Λ.Β

different

You will have to buy it somewhere. Why not visit us?
You will find the Right Kind.
A Large Variety and the Price

F.

SHrRTLEFF A CO.

A.

BHUBTLEFF

A.

CO.

A

Haying Tools!
SCYTHES, SNATHS, FORKS,
RAKES, DRAG RAKES, &c.

quality

A full line of the best
at the lowest

Steel

prices.

India

Solid

Celebrated

The

Scythe, fully warranted,

85 c.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co,,
8B MARKET

SQUARE,

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Summer Furnishings
For Hen and Boys.
lighter clothing.
because all the new styles

This weather demands

The time

are here.
is now,
out.
sorted
been
have
will
best
the
later
A little
You'll find here all you need to make you comfortable.

to

For Sale.

WORLD AFFORDS.
unbounded pleasure to
gives
recommend Bucklen's Arnica Salve,"
from says J. W. Jenkins of Chapel Hill, N. C.
"I am convinced it's the best salve the

W. M. GusxXAir.

Require clothing

Dear Sir:—This open letter, which
sincerely hope will be published in
your valued columns, is written in behalf of several Norway fans—base-ball
cranks, in the true sonse of the word.
In the last issue (July 3rd) of the Norway Advertiser, there appeared a statement made by the Norway base-ball
"
lhe mateam. This article stated that
"
jority (note the majority) of Norway
fans, were willing that South Paris
should have Mr. Klch. To state what
the authors of that article did not dare
to eay in plain Euglisb, "we, the supporters of the team, did not want him."
That statement is false, aud the above
mentioned fans say so. We only say in
of our remarks, to look at the
support
who cheered
loyal" " Norway rooters"
our
Old Dell Kich " in his two games
last Saturday. We also call the attention of the Norway team to the cries of
derision and the choice pieces of sarcasm
that were hurled at them by the Norway fans, who witnessed their clean
sportsmanlike spirit on July 4th. Every
body on that field and stand, almost to a
man, were disgusted at their "clean
playing." Does not this prove our remarks 't
Another fact. Last 4th of July, Norway won both their games. Who pitched?
Why, Odel Kicb! This year the clean
(note that adjective) Norway players
hire a New England league pitcher of
renown, wbo in his greatness allows the
so-called weak batting Suuth Paris team
to hit him up to the tune of eight safe
hits, while Rich in the same game allowed those men of valor and might,
only four. Who did the best work ? Do
we need to say ? True, the game was
lost, but unlike the Norway team, the
South Paris boys are men enough to say,
"
It was not Rich, but the bad support
we gave him that lost the game."
Now, Mr. Editor, we wish to say to
the writers of the statement we have already mentioned, that Norway fans, and
a mighty big majority of them at that,
did want Kich on the local team ; but
now, if after that dirty writeup and
your contemptible treatment of him in
several other ways, be does return and
Hebron.
with you, we will brand him as an
play
"
the
Mr. and Mrs. Rowe and son of Poland
easy mark." We hope that before
"
Old
were guests of Miss Grace Bumpus last season is over you will have faced
Delia" several times, and that smile will
week.
Mr. Lunt of Newburyport, Mass., was change and the tears of regret and bitterness
that will be shed by your clean
at J. L. Bumpus' recently.
Mr. Joel Foster is visiting relatives in •port lovers will remind you of the fact,
that with the majority your base-ball
Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hanscom and principles are not upheld by
A Bunch of Norway Fans.
two little daughters came from New
York Friday. Mr. Hanscom returned
Monday, but she will remain with her
sisters for a few days before going to
Litchfield for the summer.
I offer for Bale my stand at Paris Ilill,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bartlett and son
are at his father's, W. A. Bartlett's.
formerly the T. M. Crocker place.
CHAS. B. ANDREWS.
Mr. Frank M. Whitman of Haverhill,
28
Paris, Maine, July 13, 11)08.
Mass., was in town Saturday and Sunday. Mr. Whitman has been employed
in the custom bouse for some time.
Mr. And Mrs. Henry Merrill and little
daughters were at Biddle'a Island over
the Fonrth.
Fine
Mr. and Mr·. A. O. Bowman went to
Bath Monday to attend the funeral of
Key Winders and Stem Winders.
her cousin, Miss Julia Wing.
ntf
Mr. Hobbe of North Norway is at Please call and see them.
Charles Cummlngs' at work on his new
ell and stable.
S.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant bas been in tbe
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
place for a few days.

celled

|

Vacation Months

alto-1

1

=

July and August

|

xcite the most entbuaiaatic fan. While i
:
be Weat Paria team played good ball1
nd deserved to win, the work of most I
:
f the Auburn team waa wretched and
:
the team
* βγ below the atandard set by
rhich played under the aame name the
tanrtb, but whioh, in fact, was an
f ethor different combination.
No one enjoya aeeing a game loat on
rrora, and when the errora take the
orm of muffs of fly and line hlta driven
traigbt at the fielders, the game beTbia waa the
omea even more tedious.
eading cause of Auburn'a defeat in the
While Skinner, who
rame Saturday.
>itched for Auburn, waa bit quite freely,
able to have pulled
been
would
bare
te
lie team out of nearly all the bad holes,
lad not the men behind him given aoroe
An>oor exhibitions of ball playing.
>ther weakneas in the Auburn team, for
vhich there was no excuse, was that
{ ;hey were allowed to bat in their regular
ielding order with no attempt made tu
| >unch the best hitters.
West Paris, on the other band, gave

bought

plenty.

Mr. Lord is entertaining a party from
Haverill, Mass.
Walter Easter has finished the fanoe

Haying

BLUE 8TORES.

7; AUBÛBN 3.
to the fair
Those who journled
* round· Saturday afternoon expecting
ο see an interesting and well played
all game were aadly disappointed, ae
:
bere was nothing about the game to
WEST PARIS

buy

Khaki Shirts

Khaki Trousers
made in two grades,
and turn up cuffs,

loops

$1

Khaki

with belt
and

to match shirts

50c

Belts.
All kinds of belts in black and
shades of tan,
75c and 50c

Overshirts.
Our assortment of men's shirts is
unusually complete. Soft shirts

to

with collars, in

Β. V. D. Underwear

made of

and trousers,

wear

qualities,

$1.50

Caps

Golf caps of khaki

The correct shirt for outing wear,
two
50c ami $1

light

and

Soft
dark patterns, 50c and $t.
shirts with soft collars, 50c to $2.
Coat shirts $1.
Boys' shirts 50c

each.

light weight nainsook,
style without

shirts made in coat

sleeves, drawers knee length, the
summer underwear.. .50c

coolest

We

Neckwear.
are

now

showing

for

of

Fancy

a

strong

showing

Hose

We make

men.

in

this

department-

in
Blues, blacks, browns, etc.,
and
25c
15c
fancy mixtures,
15c and 25e

Boys' hosiery,

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

mS;

recent

nobby

Η. Β. FOSTER,
NORWAY,

a

patterns fresh
from the manufacturers,
25c and S0*·"

shipment

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

*

ïht (NfmrA

Scwocrmt

Mrs. J. P. Richardson spent Sunday at

Bryant'·

Pond.

Union Pica le.

The anion picnic mi a great succeaa.
Mise Lowe of Bate· College ia a gueet The weather waa an important factor in
of her friend, Miss Carrie Clifford.
contributing to the success. The north
wind of the diy before cooled the atMiss Ethelyn Beede, oi i'uillip·, is the mosphere and made it
ideal, and man;
ie visiting relaAndrew»
G.
C.
Mrs.
guest of her aunt, Mr». T. N. Kewley.
who bad given up all thought· of going
Lovell.
in
tives
Mr·. Chester Foes and two children of becauae of the intense heat of the last
when Thursday came, and with
Mrs. H. A Furbish of Rangeley, Me., Lewistou are visiting at
Mr. 1. J. week,
it cooler temperature and a comfortable
ie a tfuest at George A. Briggs'.
Monk'·.
breeze from the north, concluded to join
Selectman Orrin Bowker of Milton
M Us Bertha Marshall La· returned to the
party and enjoy the day.
with Fred Abbott.
Thursday
her
home in Lancaster, Ν. H., for a two
spent
Three hayracks and a large fourweeks'
his
vacavacation.
seated covered carriage appeared in the
C. A. Marston is spending
Maine.
The chiltion with relatives at Andover,
Mrs. Richard Bourne of Providence, Square promptly at 8 ▲. m.
dren
had started for the place of deMist· s. I,. Rounds is spending the Κ. I., is a guest of Ε. N. Anderson and
for the
before
the
time
parture long
wife for a couple of weeks.
a year in New
•tun)tuer at home after
teams to arrive.
0!d and young were
York City.
The Junior League of the M. E. aoon seated or standing in either haychurch will have a picnic Thursday in rack or carriage and on their way to the
The Misses Ellen and Susan Harper of
and Mrs. the grove opposite the parsonage.
picnic ground at Gibson's Grove. Many
Sumner are visiting at Mr.
went on the electrics, and the steamer
Fred Abbott's.
Mrs. George R. Morton has been enhad to make an extra trip to provide
a fen
days' visit from her aunt, for these. About 180 were
Miss Grace Murphy is with her sister, joying
provided for
Mrs. W. J. Stewart, of Morris, Minn.
Mr*. Walter E. Penley, at Greenwood,
in this way, and about 100 more came
for the summer.
Misses Edith aod Cleora DeCoster of by private conveyance, on bicycles,
Mr and Mrs. George Cutting and son Bucktield have recently been the guests motor boats, row boats, and later trip*
of the Misses Isabel and Rizpah Morton. of the steamer, making the total party
Kaipb. are stopping at II. O. Rolfe's, at
about 300.
East Waterford.
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge conferred
Once on the grounds the fun began,
fhe Mason Manufacturing Co. shut the degree upon four candidates Friday the multitude scattering in different
(i.iwu their factory Friday night, July evening. Ice cream and fancy crackers directions, «wings went up, horseshoes
were served.
jn, for two weeks.
were fished out of one of the wagons,
Mrs. X. J. Nicholson, who has been stakes were driven, and clergy and laity
Kobbius
and
Lester
Masters Keuel
at George spending a few weeks with her aunt, tried their skill at landing the horse
are spending the summer
Mrs. J. E. Murch, is visiting friends and shoes as a ring over the stake, yrith a
Laugbton's. Lewiston.
her mother in Auburn for a week.
fair degree of success, but it was prowent
M.
Curtis
Tuesday
Mrs. Ellen
some times to the thrower to eee
Misses
and
Morton
en- voking
Isabel
her
son
with
weeks
several
of
Rizpah
visit
f >r a
the shoe he had so nicely planned to lay
tertained
a
of
about
Kennebunk.
at
party
twenty
young
ami his family
the stake, strike on the edge
folks on their piazza Monday evening, up against
and go rolling off like a hoop, ten feet
Mr and Mrs. Konello Edwards have and a jolly, good time they had.
or more from its intended destination.
recently been visited by Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Carl Tubbs of PortThe committee were busy at once in
Mass.
:
rge Fish of Rockland,
land are spending their vacation in this preparing lemonade and Mr. Howard
Mrs. Γ. S. Barnes and Miss Helen vicinity, being at present with Mrs. looked after the ice cream to see that it
Lave been spending a few days at Dud- Tubbs' parents, Mr. anil Mrs. Kendall kept in good condition till called for.
Mills.
e\ < ttage, near Locke's
Another committee posted the proRipley.
for the after dinner sport. A
re-Tue W. Frothinghara of Portland
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. Church gramme
ball game was planned but suitable
with his will have a lawn
β; ut the Fourth and Sunday
evening
party
Monday
was
not found for the game.
r ther. W. O. Frotbinghan. and family.
at the home of Mrs. T. N. Kewley.
lee ground
Dinner time came and all were glad to
cream will be ou sale.
Everybody corMi!*. L. M. Lunt of Lewiston, formerly I
eat, as the ride and bracing air had
f this place, visited her daughter, Mrs. dially invited.
sharpened the appetite. The inspection
Haro'd T. Brings, a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Haynes, Misses and emptying of the lunch baskets and
and boxes was then dilligently attended to
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Bonney and two Laura and Hattie Burnell, Carrie
Gertrude Hall spent Sunday with Mr. and a busier crowd could not have been
h idren of Haverhill, Mass., formerly
and Mrs. C. E. Brett at their camp at found for the next half hour. Gathered
f this place, are visiting relatives in
Marshall Pond, Hebron.
in groupa, large and email, while the
town.
food went down the laugh and good
of
Jamaica
Mr.
Norman
Nicholson
and
little
daughMrs. D. M. Stewart
cheer went round, and a merry old time
and
his
Mass
father,
Plain,
Hugh
Stewart's
Mrs.
ter Géraldine, are visiting
had
With this part of the duty
Nicholson, of North Brewer, Me., have of thethey.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Maxwell, at been
day dispoaed of, then came attena
few days with the
spending
Sabattus.
tion to the posted programme. The
former's family at J. E. Murch s.
champions in the several contests were
Η I.. Almeda, of the Beckworth Stove
Dr. L>. M Stewart attended the Oxford as follows:
•
Michigan, made a business trip
Association
and
Medical
Androscoggin
her»· recently and visited at J. P. Rich1<H> yard «lath, under 12, John Allen.
lint yard dash, 12 to 18, Roy Butter·.
Monday evening at Gorham, Ν. H. The
an I son's.
luo yard dash, middle class, Wallace Clifford.
gathering was at the Mt. Madison House,
ίου
returned
y art dash, IS to loo, Ο. K. Clifford.
Monday one of the high class hotels of the mounMiss Hattie Hooper
from s.jirrel Island, where she has been tains.
Running broad jump, under 19, Boy Butter».
Running broad jump, over 18, Louie Keen.
sending several weeks, and is now at
Mr. J. E. Murch, family and company,
l'aris Hill.
Square jump, middle class, Louis Keen.
tonk a carriage drive to Harrison last
Square jump, next class, A. O. Wheeler.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fuller of
Tuesday and had the pleasure of witPotato Race and Obstacle Race ommltted.
:rn spent the Fourth and Sunday with
shower
a
siuait
thunder
good,
nessing
Shot put, Wallace CUffortl.
Mrs. Fuller's parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
with lots of good rain. Also had very
W. Mason.
High jump, Wallace Clifford.
good luck tishiug.
The selectmen are to have a new
Durine this time the horse shoes were
Mrs. Annie Andrews, who has beeD
v oting list
printed and it is their re- with her daughter, Mrs. William Blake, Hying by two or three different parties
ι.-st that you see that your uaiue is on for several weeks, returned to her home and at one time all four of the ministers
the list correct.
in Auburn, Saturday. Her little grand- were engaged, testing their skill at the
Athea Ellen Blake, went back stake, while at least three of them parMrs. William Culbert and daughter daughter,
visit of a few weeks.
ticipated in some of the athletic sports,
Doris, are spending a two weeks'vaca- with her for
running or jumping, the fourth took an
tion with relatives and frienis in WaterE. N\ Anderson has laid a cement
impromptu plunge into the water of the
ville and Madison.
walk in front of his residence on Hilllake, feet tiret, only a partial baptism,
side Avenue, and S. C. Ordwav is laying when the boards of the boat landing
Harry Purington of Harrison is at the
one the length of his let to Western
as
office
during
Democrat
compositor
broke, letting several into the water,
make
Miss Maud Douglass* absence at Camp Avenue, and when completed will
but near shore and no harm done.
a great improvement to the street.
At noon Capt. Triboir came with his
.shaggrock, Redding.
If you have city items or news please motor boat and took parties to ride, goMrs Jennie Bennett, Mr. and Mrs.
send or bring them to the Democrat ing out around the islands, down along
George Bennett and daughter Maxine,
office for publication so people may know one shore and back near the other, then
spent the Fourth at Bucktield with
who your company is, or where you have taking another load till it was time for
Mont Bennett's family.
We like the him to return to hia cottage. Mr. Cum·
been on your vacation.
tue uuuvivm it·il*
mings also came with bia boat and
news for our colums, but we can't get
assisted in adding to the pleasure of the
F. B. Fogg's liverv stable in something them all unless you help us.
picnicere.
practicable as well as improving the
The Grand Trunk Railway Company
About 3 r. m. those who came in priappearance of the surroundings.
comfort of their vate teams
are increasing the
began to depart for home
Glover of Whitman.
Mise Atla Β.
their
excelleut
b«
equipping
patrons
and the exodus continued till silence,
Mass., who has been visiting her grand- through trains with electric light and
broken only by the song of the birds
mother, Mrs. S. M. Glover, and other fans. The improvement which the road and the
slight ripple of the waves against
home.
to
her
returned
has
relatives,
has made in its passenger service for the the
shore, reigned over the place, where
the hum of human voices and the tramp
Arthur E. Forbes, Mrs. A. T. Forbes, past few years has been great.
and Miss Maud Douglass are spending a
F. W. Rounds has returned to South of many feet were heard an hour before.
So ended the union picnic a success in
short vacation at Mr. Forbes' camp, l'aris from Louisville, Kentucky, for a
short vacation, bringing with him Mr. every way, with no accident to mar the
Shaggrock, Shagg Pond, Redding, Me.
of any, though one child came
in Market P. J. Myers of Indiana, a student in the pleasure
The drinking fountain
School of Louisville. Mr near having its foot crushed as one of
Square is adorned with a bronzed ball I'uiversity Mr.
Myers have just finished the. hayracks was entering the grove.
where there was Rounds and
on top of the standard
a trip
to Niagara, the St. Lawrence, The child jumped out of the rack beoriginally an arc light. This addition
tween the forward and bind wheels
Lake Champlain and the Hudson.
puts on the finishing touch.
before the team stopped, fell, but drew
J. H. Little's family go to their the feet aside
Mrs. Matilda Richardson, who has
just in time to escape beat
Center
recently been visiting relatives in Massa- summer cottagewill Harpsw««li
ing crushed.
until
be
week
and
thie*
gone
Sepreturned
chusetts and Exeter, Ν. II
Mr. Little will preach here at
Fan Tan Party.
homo Wednesday. She was accompanied tember.
Paris
South
morning
every
Sunday
from Exeter by her granddaughter, Miss
afternoon about five
I.ant Friday
through July. His telephone call during
Marjorie Peasley.
o'clock the Kan Tans with their husAugust, and except Saturday afternoon
three and nine
Mrs. Percy Rankin of Wells Beach. through July, will be, Central, Harps- bands in parties of two,
and Mrs. A. D. Park's
Maine, is visiting her parents, Mr. and well (,enter. Saturday and Sunday for started for Mr.
Kuinmer home, near Hebron, which will
Mrs. A. W. Walker. On her return July 101» 4, Norway Central.
be known as "The Red Dragon."
home she will be accompanied by her
The Zilphers gave one of their memAs the party of nine were about to
sister. Miss Eva Walker, where she will
bers, Miss Klsie Chapman, a surprise leave Market Square, Mr. Hastings Bean
spend her vacation.
of
her
in a very gallant manner treated with
party Friday on the occasion
The Baptist Ladies' Aid will meet fourteenth birthday. They took the five ice cream, which was cheerfully and
with Mrs. Chesbro at the parsonage o'clock steamer fur ('apt. F. C. Tribou's thankfully
accepted. 'Twas indeed
next Tuesday at half past two, for sewcottage at Norway Lake, where they refreshing, although it failed to cool
All ladies ha«] a
ing. business and sociability.
picnic supper. They presented our spirits.
interested in our work are urgently re- her with a box of chocolates aud an
After a delightful ride through the
quested to be present.
autograph album. They returned in woodland where all nature seemed to
launch after a very pleas- lovingly smile, we arrived at our destina
The Democrat was presented Monday, Mr. Tribou's
ant time.
tion where cordial hospitality was at
July G, with a very handsome and fraonce extended by our host and hostess,
t;r.tnt bouquet of sweet peas, assorted
A campiug out party left Saturday
À. D. Park. The party
color·. They came from Mrs. C. F. morning for a week's stay at Camp Con- Mr. and Mrs.
numbered twenty-six, and in various
I'enley's tiower garden, and we think cord, Concord Pond. In the party are
merriment
began. Some wanways the
they must be the earliest of the season. Mrs. llarry Morton, Misses Julia P. dered
about the grounds admiring the
RichFlorence
Eunice
Forbes,
with soiue Morton,
W hile playing croquet
others viewed the curios exand little Majorie scenery,
other boys on the grounds in the rear of ardson, Olive Swett,
hibited in the bouse, while many with
the
Mortou
Peaslee.
piloted
Harry
the Democrat office Tuesday, Gustave
hands joined in preparing supaud will come back Sun- willing
Porter cut his right foot quite badly on party to camp
was soon served in the reguof Kumford, per which
Miss
Sue
Thompson
day.
howwell
is
He
of
a piece
glass.
doing
lar Fan Tan way. Each Fan Tan cona teacher in Masachusotts, is expected to
ever. and is out again with the boys at
tributed and fallowing was the menu:—
I join the party later in the week.
play.
Bean*. Kruwu Bread. Hot Rolls,
Pickles, Lobster Salad,
I "Judge" Johu Martin of Kumford
1 he Norway Water Company's crew
Sugared Doughnuts,
Muthe
Pooduck
of
chief
justice
»f Italians have completed the job of Falls,
Lemon Pie, Raisin Pie, Blueberry Pie,
Court, champion all around
Sponge Cake, Velvetta Cake,
UytDff their pipe across the river juet nicipal in
Tea, Coffee, Cream,
the eighty-year-old class,
above I.. S. Billings' saw mill, and tlie athlete
Watermelon, Plume.
and guide, aud instructriver is tilling up again with water. Now hunter, trapper
a
indeed
'Twas
merry throng who
the
the boys can go boating and bathing- or in the art of skuuk-taming by
and after
Stevens method, was the guest of South gathered about the tables,
and
necessity.
pleasure
Paris friends last week. Since removing singing "Praise God, from Whom All
the repast was enjoyed
The Oxford County Agricultural So- to the metropolis of the upper Andros- Blessings Flow,"
and merry voices reigned supreme.
ciety are making repairs preparatory for coggiu the "Judge" has acquired quite a
French language After supper the gentlemen retired to
the coming fair in September, such as knowledge of the
the piazza where Vf. A. Porter presentimproving their already tine track, through the kindness of the postmaster.
off ed a box of cigars with his compliments.
building new fences, making their horse For lack of other means of working
all wandered to the rock upsheds in better condition and other im- his surplus energy the "Judge" occa- Little later
or engages in a foot on the knoll, after which we all gathera
bear
the
will
which
patraps
sionally
please
provements
a
race.
In the latter sport he can beat ed in the sitting room and enjoyed
tr >ns of the fair.
very pleasant hour made very interestthe bear all right.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Penfold reing by R. N* Hall, whose services we
On July Itb the sons and daughters of all appreciated.
The ride home by
turned from their wedding trip Monday.
met
at
the
Maxim
Nathan
Mrs.
Mr. and
moonlight was hugely enjoyed, and all
Tuesday they went to Mr. J. F. Lord's, old
the
of
the
east
in
homestead
part
North Waterford, the former home of
pronounced the party a success.
reunion. The followThe party consisted of the following:
the bride, for a few days' visit. For the town for a family
of
each
members
the
are
family
ing
Mr. and M re. W. P. Morton.
I resent they will reside in South Paris,
Harlow and
Freeland
Mr. and Mrs. J. β- Llttlefleld.
where Mr. Penfold is employed in the represented:
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Bowker.
family: Mr. Caroll Benson and two sons;
l'aris Manufacturing Co.
Mr. and Mrs. W. a. Porter.
Mr. Horace Swan, wife and two boys:
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. R. N. tiall.
Mr. and Mr·. F. A. Shurtleff and Mr. Mr. Alton C. Maxim, wife and family.
eon
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Park.
*"<i Mrs. N. G. Elder made a carriage Mr. and Mrs. Verne Aldrich and
Cora Brlgg*.
Mrs.
and
Irive Wednesday to Redding and visited Howard; Mr. and Mrs. John Grover
Mrs. Annie Fletcher.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Wheeler at their youngest son Leon; aud Mr. and Mrs.
Mr». Vlrgle Wilson.
of
Mrs. Clara Cote.
camp at Washburn Pond. They also H. P. Chesley and daughter Grace
Mrs. Elizabeth Furbish.
called at Shaggrock, Mr. A. E. Forbes' Lynn, Mass., were also present. There
Miss Catherine Brlggs.
cam ρ on Shagg Pond.
Miss Carrie Hall.
They found the were two members of the family unable
did
atMiss Gertrude Hall.
who
those
all
but
thembe
to
and
well
all
enjoying
present,
campers-out
Miss Hattte Burnell.
tend had a very enjoyable time.
selves.
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A party consisting of Carrol Edwards,
Corporation Meeting.
wife and baby, Phyllis Mae, Ethel and
There was a fair attendance at the
Klraer Campbell and Acy Wing, are special corporation meeting last Tuesday
spending a two weeks' vacation at Camp evening at New Hall, and everything
Owsley. Anonymous Pood, Harrison. passed off very smoothly.
They were joined the last of the week
Clerk Ε. N. Haskell called the meeting
by Mr. and Mrs. Ronello Edwards of to order a little after 7:W, and read the
this place and Mr. and Mr». George Fish warrant, which has been previously pubof Rockland, Mass.
lished.
Walter L. Gray, Esq., was chosen
Frank A. Bonney of Farmington, who
moderator, and the articles were disNortheastern
m the employ of the
posed of in their regular order, without
Telephone Co., is at home on a two discussion.
weeks stay, laid up with a bad hand
Article 2, in regard to the village corcaused by an injury from a piece of
giving a lease to the Paris
poration
blood
telephone wire, which caused
Water Company, of their reservoirs,
It
well.
poisoning, but is now doing
situated on Cooper Spring Brook and
has been nearly two years since Frank
Brook, it was voted to give the
bis many Stony
uas
been at home, and
company a lease for a term of five years
friends are glad to see him again.
at a fair price, or until such time as the
I he cool Bijou Theatre continues to corporation should vote to purchase the
be as popular as ever, and the patronage Paris Water Company's property.
The corporation also voted to take
is
really remarkable, considering the extreme warm weather. This is not to be water from the Paris Water Company
wondered at, for the hall is much cooler for hydrant service, provided service and
than the temperature outside. This is prices are satisfactory.
Article 4 was a call to see if the cordue to the system of fans which inject
cool and fresh air into the theatre ai al! poration woold change the location of
tiroes. Γο-day there will be a complete the arc light on Park Street. The aschange of program, which will also b« sessors were Instructed to either change
shown Tuesday. Wednesday and Thurs- the location or exchange the arc for inday the pafrone are promised a musical candescents, as best suits the residenU
treat by Mr. Frank Moor·, who will on Park Street.
r«Mider one of Mr. Selden Foster's comGeorge K. Morton, who is one of the
aud interested workers in bepositions, a beautiful love song, at eacb
f of bringing good water to our vilperformace. Mr. Moore ia well knowi
*s a vocalist, and needs no introductior lage, gave some figure· in regard to the
to the public in this town.
The authoi capacity of the proposed water supply
will personally supervise the renditioi m a result obtained from observât ions of
and will assist Mr. Moore,and the coupl several able engineers and interested inwill be found
>og of these two tine tenor voices, wil! dividuals. The artiole
S tine production of this beautifu 1 elsewhere in thia issue.
•
then
The meeting
adjourned.
song.

Eminent

Gustave Porter.
Muriel Bowker.
Kva Andrews.

Fire at the Boiler Room of the
Paris Manufacturing Co.

NORWAY.

More About the Water Supply·

When the two active member· of the
Norway Water Co. tried to Influence
the votera of this village, by a display of
the water pressure In the square, a few
nights ago, they succeeded far beyond
their expectations.
It has long been
known by the people here that we have
no sufficient pressure to fight Are with,
but in spite of this, the two active directors of the Norway Co. seem to dieregard what has been said, and no determined to make an exhibit of their
own.
Just before the corporation meeting that was called to see whether the
people would take water from a new
company to be formed, the water company from Norway came into the square
and began to couple on the hose lines,
with the intention of showing us what
good pressure we have.
Chief Engineer Charles Bowker, objected to tbeir doing this, but after some
few minutes in consulting legal advise,
Mr. Andrews of the Norway Co. disregarded Mr. Bowker's objections and the
water was turned on.
The water was taken from three different hydrants, and only short lines
from each hydrant, so as to have as little friction on the hose as possible, and
very email nozzles used, and in this way,
with one stream only, water was just
put on the roof of Odd Fellows' Block.
With three streams on, water was put
up part way on the second windows,
about twenty-five feet from the ground.
A water gage which was attached to the

Capt.

and Mr·. Moae· P. Stile· and eon,
and Mra. Stephen Cumminga, and children, Mr. and Mm. David Jordan and
Roy Jordan went to the old homeatead
in Albany the first of the week for a
month's outing and rest. Capt. Stile·
ha* been detailed for duty with the state
rifle team and will be in Albany but
little during the month.
At the state shoot at Augusta to determine the make up of the State Guard
Rifle Team, Capt. M. P. Stile· was, as
usual, "high mip." The Norway company furnish five men, viz. : Capt. John
W. Nash, 1st Lieut. M. P. Stiles, 2d
Lieut. L. H. Danghraty, Sergt W. P.
Marston and Sergt. A. L. Wyman. Last
year Norway was the home of seven
members of the state rifle team. The
state rifle team numbers twelve men.
Mr. and Mr·. V. W. Hill· returned
from their auto trip to Union and Waldoboro on Wednesday afternoon after a
most pleasant trip and vacation.
The Methodist church observed "Old
and Shut-in People's Day" Sunday with
a very
earnest sermon by the pastor,
Rev. C. A. Brooke, and old hymns by
the choir.
Prof. V. M. Whitman, wife and son,
are enjoying life at their cottage "Sunset." They will not return to Peterboro until the commencement of the
next school year.
The "Faust" Company did not put in
an appearance at the opera house as
advertised and the tickets sold were redeemed.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Paragard of
Lynn were the guests of Mr. Paragard's
mother and sister, Mrs. Ellen P. Paragard and Mrs. Alvinzle Proctor. Mr.
Paragard formerly had charge of the
heel department of the shoe factory in
this place.
Edward N. Gilbert of Rochester, N.
H., visited his parents over Sunday.
Mr. Gilbert is press man on the "RochesMr. Gilbert is a graduter Courrier."
ate of Norway High School and for a
long time worked in the Advertiser
office.
Lee Crockett is in charge of the street
sprinkler in the place of Mr. Millett,
who is sick.
Insurance Inspectors visited the shoe
factories of B. F. Spinney <fc Co., Friday,
and found eighty automatic sprinklers,
steam pump and hydrant· in first class
condition.
A large company of people from South
Paris passed through the village on
their way to Gibson's Grove Thursday
morning. Gibson's Grove has become
one of the best
patronized placns for
picnic parties. The grove is pretty and
cool.
Mrs. Christiana Washburn Burnham,
widow of the late Sumner Burnham,
died at her home in Portland, July 4th,
aged Θ8 years, 4 month· and 14 days.
After the death of her husband in 1878,
Mrs. Burnham resided with her children
in Lincoln, Neb. Sbe again returned
I· Norway where sbe lived for ten years
with her daughter, Mrs. Fuller. Until
her death she made her home with her
daughter, Mrs. Evans, in Portland. Sbe
was the daughter of Manassa Washburn
nf Hebron. She came from Harrison to
Norway in 1858, where she resided until
the death of Mr. Burnham. Four children are now living:—Sumner W. Burnbam, Silas H. Burnham, Mrs. Henry
Robie of Nebraska and Mrs. F. A.
Evans of Portland. Mrs. Burnham was
Tho
λ member of the Baptlet church.
remains were accompanied to Norway
Mrs.
and
by her son, Silas H. Burnham,
Evans. Prayer was offered by Rev. E.
S. Cotton. Interment at Pine Grove

pressure showed just twenty-five pounds
pressure at the time when the three
streams were on.
The evident intention was to influence
the voters of the corporation at a critical time, and the plan was a complete
success, as was shown a few minutes
afterwards, when with a unanimous vote
the people voted to take the water from
a new company to be formed to put
water into the village for fire and domestic service.
This exhibit only emphasizes the fact
that this village is in the greatest danger, and every day that goes by with no
serious fire, we should be thankful for.
If there'had been real need for water the
other night, instead of a mock-trial, we
should have found that with three
streams on and a good fire started, it
would have been impossible for men to
get near enough to the buildings to put
water on the fire, and had there been
any wind at all it would have been impossible to put one stream of water on
to the roof of the building against the
wind.
This condition is nothing new,
and has long been known, but not so
generally known by all as during the last
year.
Just why the Norway Water Co. gave
this exhibit at this time is hard to understand, when we consider that our
streets are being repiped and larger
pipes put in to increase the service.
If the service is good enough now, why
go to all this expense? And, if it is not
good enough, why try to make us think
that it is?
AMOUNT OF WATKB THAT

WE

HAVE.

Considerable talk has been made during the past few days regarding the
amount of water that we have in the
brooks from which the new company
Of course
proposes to take the water.
evory one knows that the ground is exceedingly dry, and as we have had no
rain for nearly five weeks, it is to be expected that the brooks will be low, and
about as little water in them as there
ever is.
Some persons whose interests
are apparently against the formation of
the new company have claimed that the
supply was not sufficient, and for that
reason have refused to help in the movement, and evidently have worked against
it.
During the past few days I have measured the water myself, and have the
exact figures of others who have measured the water, and am pleased to give
the following figures which I believe to
I have taken the average
be correct.
from five different measurements, taken
at different times by different people,
and I believe all of them to be correct.
In the small brook, or the Cooper Spring
Brook, where our reservoir now is, I
find that the average flow of the brook
to be 65,240 gallons, and in the large
brook, or Stony Brook, it is 259,000 gallons, every twenty-four hours. This is
much more water than our engineers
tell us that we will need, and we have
had three expert engineers, whom we believe to be reliable and compent to know
what we need.
supposing tnai we naa no reservoir ai
all as a renerve, and bad to depend entirely on the flow of the brook, we would
have a barrel of water a day for every
man, woman and child in the corporation, from the email brook alone, and
almost five barrels, if we take from both
brooks, which we propose to do.
This ought to satisfy the mostAhirsty,
and the most exacting of our village
and the people may rest assured that
they are not being decieved. The water
commmittee have no desire to misrepresent and mislead any one, and especially themselves, as they propose to back
up their assertions with their own
money which they have subscribed for
the stock, which they would no do if
they did not think it a profitable investment, as well as a necessity. I do not
wish to discredit any statement that has
been made regarding the flow of the
brook, for I flod by my own measurements that the flow is very much larger
in the morning than in the afternoon and
evening, so that the measurement of the
flow depends largely on the time of day
it was taken.
The figures given above are the average of five measurements, three being
taken in the morning and two in the
afternoon.
Anyone will understand that this continued dry weather will effect the brooks
greatly unless we have rain, and as this
extreme dryness is almoet unknown, we
do not take the present flow of the
brooks to be a fair test of their capacity.
I have seen more water running in the
little brook than could be put in an 18inch pipe, but it would be\just as unfair
to say that the brook had that capacity
all the time as it would to take the present flow as its capacity.
It is the plan of the new company to
have three large reservoirs, one at each
brook and one near the village, from
which the 12-inch pipe will run. Each
one of these reservoirs will have a larger
capacity than the one that Norway and
South Paris has depended on for the last
twenty-two years, so we will be prepared
to stand a drouth, and do not need to be
alarmed if the streams run low in the
summer, although such a drouth as this
is almost unknown and is not likely to
occur often, but there is plenty of water
in the brook and it can be stored so that
we need have no fear regarding a water
shortage. We will be taking but very
little chances compared with what we
have taken for the last twenty-two years.
Gko. R. Morton.
State Certificates.
The annual examination of candidates
for state certificates will be held Friday,
August 28, beginning at 8 o'clock ▲. m.,
at the following places : Auburn, Au-

Cemetery.S

«

bis motor

right

arm.

Παμμλ·

boat, broke

to attend.
All persons intending to take examination at any of the above named places
should register before August 20, by
sending in preliminary examination reports, blanks for which will be sent on
application. Persons desiring to take
the examination at places other than
named above should register before August 15, by making preliminary examination reports and designating the places
at which they wish to be examined.
Persons desiring further information
regarding the character and scope of the
examination and the conditions under
which certificates will be granted,should

Kiln

at

nrArlr

An

the wrist of his

Ursbal Gammon, after taking a
at an auto school in Boston, has
entered the
employment of Samnel
H. Hayden. He has charge of the Hayden auto and launch.
During the absence of Judge Jones
for two weeks at Small Point with Mrs.
Jones and the children, Judge C. F.
Whitman will preside over the seseion
of the Norway Municipal Court.
Mrs. Lizzie M. Brooks has received
the appointment of Aide on the staff of
Mrs. Rose Burnell Graham of Westbrook, Department President, W. R. C.
Mrs. Brooks is president in Harry Rust
Corps and the appointment is pleasing
to ber many friends.
Mrs. Everett F. Bicknell is with her
daughter Grace in Boston for a week.
Ronello Bicknell is enjoying a vacation from F. P. Stone's drug store.
Carl W. Boynton of Smiley's dry
goode store is having a two weeks' vacation.
Colby & Craig of Berlin, Ν. H., are to
erect two cement houses on Tucker
Street. Each of six rooms. The buildings will be rented or sold.
Willie Lebroke, the little son of
Eugene Lebroke, was bitten by a dog
near the Norway bakery Monday morning. The wounds were dreesed at once
by a physician and no serious injury is
ïipected. Parties agreed to kill the dog
course

regarded as the least pressure giving
strictly good fire service, and with this
bead it is still imperative that the pipes
be large enough so that this pressure
will not be drawn down greatly when

Bora.

?Ir*m·
nii°
Cleraone,

a ton.

a

da

Ajf*£7,Ju,r
8t0Bfham.

iÀnJT5£

<ioon A dime,

wife of John

3·th® "Ik of I. E. Barker,

a con.

1

;ins, Charles Crockett, George Locke
ind I. N. Small are doing tbe work.
Robert Millett, his sons, Robert and
Nathan, and «sister Mercy, of Hanover,
Mass., will spend tbe summer in Nor-

way.
The following officers of the Norway
Branch Railroad were elected Tuesday,
ris.:

President—Freelaml Howe.
Treasurer—C. N. Tubbs.
Clerk—H. J. Bangs.
Directors—Freelanil Howe, Dr. U.P. Jones,
Freelftnd Howe, Jr.

at the office of Froeland
Howe.
Dr. A. B. Hervey of Bath was the
;uest of Judge and Mrs. W. F. Jones
the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Bonney of Haverbill, Mass., are visiting their sister, Mrs.
Cbas. Merrill.
S. Β & Ζ. S. Prince have closed their
iressmaking rooms for a week and are
enjoying life with Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
at their Pappoose Pond Camp in

Meeting held

JUST

BREATHE

CURE CATARRH
IN

HYOMEI,

TUE

DRY

AIR THAT KILLS TU Κ OEUM3.

City, Ohio.

We don't simply say Hyomei will cure
but we say that F. A. Shnrtleff
& Co., the druggists, guarantee it to cure
catarrh, or money back. They do more
—they guarantee It to cure asthma,
bronchitis, hay fever, coughs and colds.
A complete Hyomei outfit, Including inhaler, costs only f 1.0Ç. and extra bottles,
If yon afterwards need one, will cost but
60 cents. Hyomei is a pleasant dry air
treatment. You just breathe It in, and
inflamed membrane,
as It
passes over tbe
it kills the germs of catarrh, and allays
all Inflammation.

catarrh,

COATS and SUITS

», lo the wife of

June

get a Suit
or Coat ready made for much less than you
can buy the materials for one.
Just think it

In Mechanic Fall·, July 4, at the realdence of
J. 8. Merrill, by the Rev. Bernard Chrlatoper,
Mr. Cbarlea A. D. Cuihman and Mra. Mae L.
Blacklngton, formerly of Bock land.
In Anbarn, Jane 8, by Re*. P. L. Haywood,
Mr. Ordell B. Bryant of Locke'a Mill· and Mlaa
Abble R. Oigooa of Anburn.
In Brewer, July 7,by Rev. Elmer V. Pember,
Mr. Maurice Beat Webb of Bangor and Mlaa
Nellie Gertrude Wood of Brewer.

Mr'·

Gertrnde A1'«

Si?.·""""™1»"·
xHrvr»'""·
oiBethci.JU'*
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Reuolutlonary

one.

to

over.

HALF PRICE.

Died.

P™u8o0fUWe«nWU,ye'

opportunity

Now is your

Married.

fire streams are flowing. A few feet formerly
less would make the difference between
a good fire department and an inefficient

The Norway Water Company laid
100 feet of bose to deceive you. Tou
see you can throw water much farther
through 100 feet of hose than 300 or
400, don't you? Proof of deceiving in
the size of nozzle used by this Norway
Water Company in Market Square.
Seven-eights inch was the size used.
One and one-fourth and one and oneeighth inch nozzle is usually regarded
as the most practical for general use.
One-eighth of an inch on a nozzle conveys 20 per cent more water—a statement from the Norway Water Company's principal promoter. The less
water you put on a fire tKe quicker the
blaze is put out. Fire boats use two
and one-balf inch nozzles in New York.
Tbey eeeru to believe it takee water to
put out fire. A seven-eighths inch nozzle is only fit for sprinkling streets.
Now these nozzle statements are from
one of the best men on water works in
the country.
Experience shows that large streams
are much more effective on a fierce fire
than small ones. A small stream may
be so completely evaporated into steam
as it passes through the flames as to
A fire
never reach the seat of the fire.
cannot be extinguished by wettiog tlie
flames with a large stream even though
one half the water be evaporated as it
passes through the flames, there may be
enough left to quench the glowing coal
which form the beart of the fire.
This Norway Water Company seems
to have the idea they own and Control
the streets of Paris and they use the
people as dummies. They have dragged us by the hair of our heads for
about twenty-two years, but are gradually letting go. A citizen that is not in
for a better quality of water for drinking and much better facilities for fighting fire is worse than a traitor in war
timee. We have had twenty-two years of
schooling from this water company with
their eagerness for money. The temptation for profit has given us sewer water
to drink. When this village owns its
water works, lives will not be endangered by a few greedy directors, it will be
controlled by every voter in the corporation, which will be one of the greatest
God sends South Paris people ever ex-

to ">e

jQDe

How
all from

These goods are
you afford to let such a chance go by?
stock, stylish, best materials and fine workmanship.

can

our

Spring

Salorac Kimball, PANAMA SUITS in blue, black and
brown, eeml-fltted coat, satin lining,
silk veetee, full plaited skirt with
90.25
wide fold, were $12.50, now
Soldiers.

Prince
vestee,

*'

$10.00,

Chap style,
plaited skirt
now

warm generous impulses, respected by
all and beloved by many ; and held a
large place in the affectionate remembrance of bis kindred. Those who were
nearest to him be told to put their trust
in Jesus and prepare to meet him in
heaven."
Tbe last time I saw tbe good old man
when visiting my uncle, Hopestill BisBisbee, and only a few weeks before hie
death. Going into hie room we found
him sitting in his easy chair, from which
he soon arose and traveled across the
room to wind up an old fashioned clock.
While on his feet my uncle said to me,
"
If you live as many years as that man
has, do yon expect to be as straight as
he is ?" I do not remember my answer,
but it was probably in tbe negative and
would probably be the same to-day.
Only a few weeks later be was found
sitting in tbe same chair, but his spirit
had gone to God who gave it, aged 97
J

mi a.

My grandfather, Moses Dunham, lived
in my father's family during the last five

Charles A. Briggs, a leading business
of Dallas, Texas, who died in June,
1842.
was born in Norway, Maine, in
nan

MILLINERY

Norway. Maine.

Suit Cases, Trunks, Bags !
If you need to buy a Suit Case, Bag or Trunk you
will find the largest assortment at

THE TUCKER HARNESS 5T0RE.
I

am

selling

a

great bargain in

Ol Main

a

Suit Case for $2.00.

good

FAVOR., Prop.,

INT.

JAMBS

Malno.

TfforwnT".

St..

Straw and Crash
...

HATS

...

One of our Crash Hats is
almost indispensable these
hot days.
They are cool,
light and very comfortable.
50 cents buys one.
Feather-weight

Khaki

$1

Straws

Other grades,
Khaki Hats,

00

to

$2.00

5c, 15c, 25c, 50c

Caps in Golf,

Yacht and Automobile

50c

shapes,
50c

Our assortment of Summer headgear is large and
the prices low.

31 Market

All Coats and Suits
Just Half Price.
BEST PRINTS 6c.

APRON GINGHAriS 7c.

a

ι

We have marked all

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

prices

that will astonish you.
just odd pieces but

our
see

shirt waists at
if there isn't

one

closing
you

can

use.

Sincerely yours,

have thu· full benefit of

a

checking

without the necessity of frequent

personal

B. & Z. S. PRINCE

Mail. S.
account in

The Norway National Bank of Norway, Maine,
to

Come in and

prices.

MAINE.

Deposits by
brings right

Lot Val. Lace at

These are not matched patterns,
good for many uses.

GOODS.

Our Banking

106-3.

BARGAINS!

Greatly Reduced Prices.

can

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

y

SOUTH PARIS,

F. PLUMMER, SSSS,.

J.

nice line of CORSETS,
HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR and FANCY

You

$5.00

LONG PANAMA COATS, front
around neck edged with wide
braid, with silk ties, were $12.50,

THE PUBLIC

Also

lined, silk
fold, were

Several years ago a brief biographical
sketch wan given of these three revolutionary soldiers by request ; but, witb
one ezoeption nothing was said of tbe per
sonal appearance of either ; and it it my
purpose on this 4th of July to give a flashlight glance of these men, who did so
much to make this day and onr country
what they are.
Some time ago my cousin, Mrs. Maxmannish cut SHORT COATS in fancy stripe· and
im, gave me a brief description of her GREY WORSTED SUITS,
coat with pockets, pique vestee, satin
$2.49 and $2.25
in
which
she
checks, for
Sturtevant,
grandfather "
lining, extra full plaited skirt with
My grandfather's hight
says in part :
COATS in all colors and
CHILDREN'S
now
$0.00
were
$18
00,
fold,
was 5 feet 10 inches, weight 180 pounds.
sizps. very pretty, for $1 25, $1.49,
He had a florid complexion, gray eyes, SERGE SUITS in brown and garnet,
$1.75, $1.99, $2.25. $2.99, $3.75.
and nose somewhat on the Roman order;
be was noble and manly in piiysiqne, of
stroDg and quick intellectual powers, of

years of bis life ; consequently I became
pretty well acquainted with him during
that period of time. When in the prime
of life he must have stood six feet in
height and weighed '200 pounds ; comblue and expressive.
plexion light, «yes
"
But be was not cast in nature's finest
like
mould,"
Washington, being long
favored, with a nose to match; his
perienced.
from the effects of
Public utilities in which
sanitary whole face pitted the
email pox while in
army. In addi-;
motives largely enter should be operated
tion to all this, instead of preserving an
by the public. Franchises granted to
position like his comrade menprivate corporations should be ter- upright
the weight of years had
minable after acts like our experience tioned above,
caused him to become somewhat bowed
with the Norway Water Company.
old
in form, as
people generally are.
C. W. Bowkkk, Chief Engineer.
Grandfather bad an average gift for
telling stories when in his best, and ocTHE REMEDY THAT DOES.
casionally liked to play a joke when
•'Dr. King's New Discovery is the there was
given an opportunity for it. I
remedy that does the healing others remember one day a man and wife called
Mrs.
to
but
fail
says
perform,"
promise
r>n us, accompanied by a little boy about
E. R. Pierson, of Auburn Centre, Pa. four
years of ago ; soon the little fellow
"It is curing me of throat and lung climed into his father's
lap, when along
other
that
trouble of long standing,
came grandfater, and after looking him
relieved
treatments
only temporarily. over a few moments, inquired : " What
New Discovery is doing me so much do
you expect to make of that little
good that I feel confident its continued chap ?" "Oh," said the father, "he will
"
use for a reasonable length of time will
Well," retortprobably be a farmer."·
restore me to perfect health." This re- ed the old
whether a farmer
gentleman,
nowned cough and cold remedy aud
[>r lawyer, I hope he will make a better
throat and lung healer is sold at the man than bis father." "bo do I," said
pharmacy of P. A. Shurtleff & Co. 50c. : the other with a hearty laugh, "and that
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
makes two that hope so." Died at the
For the 50th time on the 4th of July, ige of 88.
John Bartlett lived with his son in the
J. T. Small, of 48 Prospect Street, Portpart of Hartford, several miles
land, had on his table green peas from west
so that It was
his own garden. Mr. Small is an en- From the old homestead,
saw him
except when
thusiastic gardnener and has always seldom that I
from home. He bad a son,
made it a point to have peas from his visiting away
lived in our
who
Nathaniel Bartlett,
own garden July 4.
leighborhood only a short distance to
he south, and also a daughter, Mrs.
Elisha Stetson, who lived somewhat
TO
further to the north. These two chilMI 0Iren he would usually visit twice a year,
WE KNOW THE GUARANTEE ON
η the spring after the roads became setNA STOMACH TABLETS 18 GENUINE.
Jed,* and again in the fall before cold
Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets, the quick- Fveather came on.
acting cure for indigestion, is guaranAlthough so many years have rolled in
teed—
between that time and to-day, I can still
To stop flatulence.
tee him with my mind's eye, as he slowly
To cure stomach troubles.
raveled along the road and always with
To build up the system.
lusty cane in band. In person he was
To make digestion strong.
lie smallest of the three, not more than
To cure the worse case of stomach Ive feet six inches in height, and 150
troubles—or money back.
sounds weight ; complexion somewhat
What Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets did larkor than the other two, and with
of
Ind.,
Whiteland,
for Mrs. Brewer,
-ogular features. He always wore an
they will do for you. Read what she mtire black euit, from hat to boots <>r
"I was a chronic sulierer with ihoee and after
writes:
reading or bearing the
;
stomach trouble for years and the best
as
itory about The Little Man in Black,
doctors could give me no lasting relief. ffe have it in the National Reader, and
After using Mi-o-na 1 can now eat any- to well told
by Washington Irving, he
thing aud feel cured."
reminded me of that mysterious
ilways
unF. A. Shurtleff & Co. sell Mi-o-na
>orsonage. Died at the age of 05.
der an absolute guarantee to refund the
Thus have I endeavored to givî some
a
50-cent
cures.
Try
money unless it
(tea of the personal appearance of the
box.
iiree revolutionary soldiers who lived a
arge part of their lives and died in HartL. D.
ford.

at

satin
with

and
silk
WORSTED
STRIPE
INVISIBLE
now
SUITS, blue and black, 4 button cut$6.25
away, "Skinner satin" lined, 15 gored
plaited skirt with a wide tunic fold, SHORT COATS of best Chiffon ,Pana$10.00
were $20.00, now
ma and Broadcloth, handsomely trimmed front and back with silk braid,
CHIFFON PANAMA SUITS, three butwhite satin lined, were $10 00, now
ton cntfcway coat with fine
quality
$5.00
satin lining, edged with silk braid all
around, pocket# and sleeves trimmed SHORT COATS of Broadcloth, handwith braid, plaited skirt with wide
somely trimmed with straps front
fold edged with silk braid, were $18,
and back, collar trimmed with silk
$9.00
now
now $2.49
and buttons, were $4.98,

SETH 8TURTKVANT.
MOSKS PUNHAU.
JOHN BARTI.ETT.

BLUEBERRIES

You can do exactly what G. J. Sterers
did by using Hyomei. Read thia :
"After having suffered from chronic
catarrh for years, for which I tried various remedies without success, I beAfter readcame almost discouraged.
ing about Hyomei, 1 decided to make
one more effort to rid myself of tbe
dread disease, and to my great delight
I found the nse of two bottles of tbe
Inhalent sufficient to produce a complete
Paybox Smith,
■end for circulars.
I now take pleasure in recomcare.
Schools.
State Supt. Public
this remedy to all sufferers
mending
Augusta, July 1, 1908.
from catarrh."—G. J. Sterers, Crown

IT CAN'T BE BEAT.
The best of all teachers is experience.
Not Yet Dry.
C. M. Harden, of Silver City, North
The flow of water running in Coopei Carolina, says: "I find Electric Bitters
Spring Brook Saturday, July 11, at 9 does all that is claimed for it. For
o'clock A. M., was 57,000 gallons in Stomach, Liver and Kidney troubles it
twenty-four hours. This was taken by can't be beat. I have tried it and find it
S. P. Maxim filling a ten-gallon can every a most excellent medicine." Mr. Harden is riff ht; it's the beat of all medififteen seconds.
cines also for weakness, lame back, and
Ask for illsa'i Foot-Ease.
all run down condltiona. Beat too for
A powder for swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet chilla and malaria.
Sold nnder guaranSample seat FEB·. Also Free Sample of the tee at F. A. Sbnrtleff à Co.'s
drug store.
Foot-Kask SxjrrfAKT Cork-Pad. a new lnven
don. Addre··, Alton S. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y, 00c.

a fire was fraud from start to finish if
the test was for proof of the effiotency
for fire. The idea of laying 100 feet of
hose for a teat. Let me ask you : Did
you ever in your life aee or bear of a fire
and only 100 feet of hosB laid? If we
rbould lay hose for a fire in Market
Square wo should bare to lay from 300
to 400 feet so as to be able to go around
some buildings for fighting the fire.
The friction in 300 feet length of the
best and smoothest hose will absorb
about one half of the available fire
pressure at the hydrant. Eighty pounds
or 185 feet head at the hydrant may be

it once.
Rice Caldwell of Peterboro, Ν. II., is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. V. M. Whitman at Sunset Cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Hayden of
Haverhill are stopping at their cottage,
'The Haverhill," and enjoying life at its
Fullest.
Mrs. Merton L. Kimball and son left
[or Ellsworth Thursday morning for her
summer visit.
Elsie E. Smith, the little five-year-old
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Smith,
celebrated her birthday with a party of
folks
little
Wednesday. Miss Elsie
lid the honors at the luncb, and all the
little girle enjoyed a most delightful
ifternoon.
Are still green. Pasture will be opened
Dr. A. H. Staples attended the Maine
Monday, July 20th.
Dental Association's meeting at LewisJ. F. KING.
28
ton, Friday. The doctor enjoyed a few
South Paris, July 18, 1908.
lays at Mere Point.
Mrs. Rowena Swan and granddaughhave returned
:er, Frances Bartlett,
from a very pleasant visit in Boston.
The Universaliet parsonage Is to be
-epaired. A furnace and bath room will
t>e put into the bouse.
The new echool building on Tucker
Street is up and boarded. Charles Hig-

gusta, Bath, Belfast^ Calais, Ellsworth,
Foxcroft, Houlton, Machias, Norway, Llbby
The people of the village were startled Old Town, Pittsfield, Portland, Rock- Waterford.
Skowhegan. Examinations
by the dreaded tire alarm about 2 o'clock land, Saco, held
at such other places as
Monday morning. The whistle of the will also be
Paris Manufacturing Co. gave the alarm any ten candidates shall desire and agree
EASY TO
and the way the people turned out
shows that the village is keenly awake
to the danger of fire.
A large number were on the spot within five minutes, and it was discovered
that a spark from the furnaces had in
some way lodged iv the dry dust above
the boiler and had started a flame
between the brick work and the roof.
This was soon extinguished by means of
a chemical fire extinguisher in the bands
of Henry Woodwortb, to whom great
credit is due for his presence of mind
and promptness. There was practically
no damage done, as the fire had but jast
started when it was discovered.
The hose team waa on hand in an incredibly short time, and it was a good
illustration of what can be done In this
village, when the people are aroused to
the necessity of prompt action.

m

Deceiving Water Teet.
and teat Taeadajr
evening made by the Norway Water
make
Paria people
to
South
Company
believe they bad something in case of
The water trial

visits to the bank.

by Mail Department

bank.
your door the facilities of this strong

the

Evangeline Boots
We carry

prove that

a

full line of the above and

they

are as

good

as

it is

claim and

can

possible to make for
made Goodyear Welt

that

we

and
Every pair of them are
in
is
used
their
The
construction.
stock
first-class
only
style
is always right.
They fit perfectly and are comfortable.
You are sure to get full value for your money if you buy

price.

ank in person.
Eeople

To open a mail account, call or write for
When you make your first deposit you
full information.

check
will receive an acknowledgment of deposit and a
Then deposits can be made from time to time by
book.
mail and you will receive a written acknowledgment promptand
ly. Your security is guaranteed by Capital, Surplus
Undivided Profits of more than $92,000.

Hundreds of people in the vicinity will tell you t'^at
This is the only store in Northese statements are correct.
way or Paris where they can be found.

them.

ν

The
BANK
NATIONAL
NORWAY
THE
of Norway, Haine.

$3.00

and Oxfords

of

Banking by mail is simply the application to
individu.il depositors of the system in vogue among banks.
In the enormous daily exchanges beIt is perfectly safe.
to millions of doltween banks of different cities, amounting
of banking is
method
This
never a dollar lost.
is
there
lars,
advanof
is
It
time
and
especial
swing.
convenient, private
in the country or smaller towns who
to
living
persons
tage
safe bank,
want the satisfaction of dealing with an absolutely
visit the
not so situated that they can conveniently
use

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

^

Έ. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Λ

Opera

House

Block, Norway, Maine,

Tolepboue

11β «β.

Picture Frames

Hay Crop

The

To get
Will be short at the best.
what there is you must have a good

get

can

OR A

in Crayon, Water color.

—

moment's

a

notice

L. M. TUFTS,

at

Builders' Finish I

LADIES

WINDOWS of any
1 will furnish
Slxe or Style at reasonable price·.
DOCKS and

stock of

complete

CHANDLER,

E. W.

Also Window & Door Frames.

White and Brown

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside 01
Lum
mtaMe work, send In your order*. Pine
•er and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Duck and Canvas

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
Matched Hard Wood Floor Board· for sale.

OXFORDS

CHANDLER,

W.

E.

West Sumner,

Maine.

....

AT

W.O. Frothingham's
South Paris.

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

ι

Ο

and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Filter
Is

of the

one

Strainer

and

greatest

Sani-

tary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

ed with

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Dairy

The

W. WALKER & SON

A.

sell

to

our

in

goods

the

towns of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who

will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ia the choice of every girl who has
The reason is situ·
ever taated it.
pie: pure, high-grade materials.

J". H.

Fletolier,

wonfectioncr.

Norway. Me.

Opp. Tllnr»
STATE

Soueo.

R1AMÎE.

OF

COUNTY OF OXFORD,

Osborne high

88.

punch

punch

.3 by

3 by 3 in.
3 by 3 in.

3-16

in.

by
3 by
by 3-16

by
by

Deering
Wood

5-8

break,

you

other.

Hobbs' Variety Store
Norway,

WANTED
Farm

or

Buslnoma

Pianos

Maine.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

for sale. N»t particular a boat loeattoa.
with :o heir it ο m own·» only watf
wdl mU direct to buyer. Give
Ptfca,
description und state w.ien PdSlllSM
Ma b· had. Address.
L0AMTSÛISV a.. ♦*»
But·—. l.f.

HAIR

ClfUKl and bcautiftas the hair.
1*π>π>υκ· a Luxuriant growth.
Never Fail» to Bvator· Gray I
Bair to lta Youthful Color.
Can* train d:w«M * hair tilling,
«Oc. tÎft jl.uoat Druga»

Organs.

s

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

Seventeen squares of different sizes
be counted upon this electric cross,
aud the question Is what Is the least
number of lights that can be extinguished so that uo perfect squares will
remain.
can

No. 204.—An Acrostic.
robes of rich hued satin the necromancer sits.
Telling fortunes by the palm and trusting
to her wits.
Reaching Into mystery, making daring
In

Vet

guesses.
often hitting
confesses.

truth,

as

patron

$15,

other musical merchandise. Write for
a good trade in musical instruments.

W.

catalog

of

playerpianos.

PLEASE

Keep

When in want of

anything

In

in our lines give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

a cone

within her scope.
Long life she reads in the lines on dainty
damsel's hund.
Maidens fair she captures then with voice
that's soft and bland.

Bo,

happiness complete,
■mile and pay—as planned.

promised

they

Deferred.
"My wife made an engagement for
me to dine at The Binge. I forgot and
went Ashing."
"Catch anything?"
"Not until I got home."—Browning's

Magazine.

Key

to

the Puzzler.

No. 1S9.—Word Square:
DISH
1

Β

L

Κ

SLIM
Η

Κ

Μ

Ρ

Ιθϋ.—Arlthmograph: I*atln, tau,
tan, tin, lit, uil, lait (milk).
No. li»l.—Puzzle Picture: The schoolNo.

master's head is over the roof.
No. 192.—Meeoticb: Llluc. 1. Helen.
2. Crime. 3. Galen. 4. Train. 5. Locke.
InterNo. 193.—Dissected Words:

change-able, interchangeable.

Να 194.—Charade: Cast-a-neL
No. 195.—Word Puzzle: 1. Gult, gate.
4. lted,
3. One, won.
2. Rose, rose.
read.
No. 19<1.—Rhymed Charade: Matinee

(mat-lnn-nelgh).

A young lady entered a crowded car
Maine. with a pair of skates slung over her arm.
An elderly man race to give her his seat.
"Thank you very much, sir," she said,
MIND ! "bat I've been
skating all the afternoon,
and I'm tired of setting down.
us a call.
MANY SUFFERERS from nasal ca
tarrh say they get splendid results by
using an atomizer. For their benefit we

cept

Turpentine,

see

me.'
"The court realized the deep seriousness of Miss Anthony's declaration,
aud though she could have been ordered to Jail for nonpayment of the
fine his honor did uot have the nerve
to enforce the extreme penalty. Miss
Anthony lived for many years after
its imposition, but the fine was uever
paid."—Baltimore American.

Cobra's Fatal Bite.
One of the deadliest snakes in India
Is the cobra, which claims hundreds of
victims every year. An English ofli
clal once saw one bite a fowl, aud. l>e
lug curious to learn how long the ven
om took to act, he timed It with Ills
watch. The momeut the cock was
touched it screamed, but at once ran
off to its mates aud l>egan picking as
If nothing were wrong. In thirty seconds the comb and wattles changed
from red to black. In two minutes it
began to stagger and fell down in convulsions, struggling violently until It
died, three minutes and u half after it
had becu bitten. On plucking the fowl
a wound not bigger tiiau a pin prick
was found at the extreme end of the
wing Round this spot the color was
very dark, but the rest of the bird's
body, excepting comb and wattles, was
of a natural color.

The Bribe That Failed.
Among Father Denipsey's steady
boarders was a fellow naiued Delaney
Ile was drunk as ofteu as lie could
Father Derupsey tried
get that way.
all manner of means to get Dclam.i
At last he said t<>
to quit drinking.

him:
"Delaney. my man, if you'll stop
drinking for six months I'll give you a

eli8|»tly

Si
smill

leaves.

pl»tes

with a

garnish

ι»
of grape

CANAPES.

\\nt

πνβη

to brown

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

draggUta.

',·
1

mVp'K. with .prig.

Sk S?

.

.0

τ

^

Thus there Is an entire absence of
time at the |>ole. But it would be just
as correct to say that It Is a pluee
where there Is a preponderance of
for It Is practically any time of

?-ύ\ iP

I

:

11 x<

·"'

·γ/î-Vv

"r

'X

^

'tyjï,
V Λ ./*
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BNOWFLAKEH.

solved in hot water and strings hung
or stretched Id the hot liquid, which
was then set aside and not stirred. As
It became cold the alum got solid again
and gathered In pretty crystals along

the strings.
A curious fact is that, try as they
may, artiste and gem cutters have
never been ahle to devise any regular
forms not already found in nature's
own patterns. Nature is the greatest
artist of all. Another curious fact Is
that the many and beautiful forms of

Τt

ESSS
with salt and papnk
.erVe imme
immetill the cheese melU and serve
8ABDINE CANAPES.

For sardine canapes, toast

lightly

dia-

with sar^ne'm'x^uremadeM
m0Dftd8 witb^a
saramebone β(χ flne

spread

a

d°ine°sWSdUrî
sar.

fn S to blend.

Cover it

wife.

daily.

Fresh goods

Hot Rolls

Probate Court to be held at said Pari», on
the third Tuesday of July, A. D.
al g
of the clock in the forenoon, and be hear ! thereon If they see cause.

it 5:30 P. n., on Monday.
Wedneeday and Friday.
Lunch tables have been fitted up
ind hot coflee and tea will be served
with lunches.

A cart will

canvass

Norway

and

South Paris every afternoon.
We solicit your patronage.

I

Q00CKt&O&OCKKfQO

Experience, f

I Years of Experi=
at Your Com=

s ence

I mand.

Successful experience has
been ours and we want

g
S
S

S

δ There

are no

S: Examinations.

I

S.

|

|
£
S

who has cause
to feel that there is any·
thing the matter with
their eyes at all, to call
and have us give them
proper teste.

everybody

§C

vibrations will quiver
called
through the glass and shake the Hand.
If the motion Is regularly contlnrnd
awhile the grains of Hand will range
themselves in various figures, and, be-

hold, these sand forms

reproductions

are once more

of nature's delicate art

An Accommodating Friend.

The subscriber hereby give* notice that .e
has lieen duly appointed executor of the last
Will and testament of
CLARA O. FOSTfc'lt, late of Pirl-.
la the Gouty of Oxford, dea ι <
having demands against the estate of -λ'. ! ν
«•eased are desired to present the same for -<·ιι
ment, and all Indebted thereto are η
: to
make payment Immediately.
June 16th, l'J08.
Lt'CIAN W, FOOTER
«OTICK.
The subserll>cr hereby gives n>.t!
has l»ecn duly appointed exe< :
last will and testament of
MARY ANS VV A RICKS, Int- f II.
In the County of Oxford, t.·.. ι-.·■
bonds as the law direct·, ν
t ti
demands agnln-t tin·
■·,
iicslrcd to present the same for

5
V

charges for

§

RICHARDS,

nor

It'· the

pounds.

with ad·
Yon have to do a

name

war

▼ertialng.
certain amount to overcome
the realatance of the public.
have

You

to

do

a

certain

amount of advertising to make
them wake up to the fact that
you are in business at all. You
have to pay a certain amount to
keep your advertising alive.

that
above
What
pay
you
amount brings profit
Some advertisers fail because

they do not use enough space.
They use barely enough or sometimes not quite enough to make
the advertising self sustaining.

NOTICE.
The subscriber herciiy gtv.
a!
has been duly
-tr.:
w :
the will annexed of the estate f
EUNICE M. THORN
EUNICE M. < IRWELI
In the County of Ox font, lecea
λ
·τbonds as the'law directs,
\t.t
demands against the eat lté
desired to present the eatne for -·«:·· -r.t. »r. t
■ .·
all indebted thereto are requested t
\-\j
ment Immediately.
W RI t. HT
ΙΛ M K>
June 16th, 19P8.
■

appointed

NOTICE.
·!
t. t .tit
The subscriber hereby glv.
has been duly appointed adtnlnl-tratr!\ .{ il.e
of
estate
Γ
HERBERT W. HI I.I.I Kit, late
In the County of Oxford, deci
gtvei
iiav'.ry
bonds as the law direct». All
demands against the eataU
i.t,
are desired to present the same
itc
and all Indebted thereto are re j■.· -t« :
payment Immediately.
CARRIK Λ IIILI.IKIt
June 16th, PJ08.

NOTICE.

CURE

COUCH

THE

...

LUNGS

«iEtffc.

Desirable Residence for Sale.

The Capt. Η. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Parie village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
TAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

A new Lot
The best of
if Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and f>ee this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.
L·. M.

Longloy,

Maine.

Morway,

Irish

A red
name

of Rona.

Bennett."

setter, answers to
Collar marked "L.

Inform

FRANK BENNETT,
Paris, Maine.

nui it r,·

The subscriber hereby gives noil·· t':»t lit
&«
has l<cen «I υ I y appointed executor
will an<l testament of
JOHN K. Itl( K, late of Norw
.am
In the County of Oxford, dccea-cl.
All per*)
ivlac
Iwmls a* the law direct·.
i-*l
-aM
of
demands against the estate
r
ttk
are desired to preeent the e&m·:
;. ! w
r<
are
thereto
all
Indebted
and
ment.
mske pnν Tient Immediately
EUGENE 1 >MITH
June I·tli, 1908.

quite

Bates.

little too much than not
enough.—Charles Austin

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

MPiicmnOMiity.

of our advertisers could
enlarge their apace with
profit.

TO» CAST
|· I X D Τ 11

Κ

NOTICE.

t α I.·
The subscriber hereby gives noil·
·»!
lias been duly appointed executor <>< t
will ami testainent of
Ν
#τ
of
lat.
CHARLhS W. Ι'ΛΚΤΚΙΙΜ,Κ,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased.
All ih iι.«ίι·Ιη as the law directs.
demands against the estate of sai l Ίι
1
dcnlred to present the same for sett'·
all Indebted thereto are re<|Ue»tcd to
ment Immediately.
June 16th, 1'JUH. JAMKS !.. I'ARTKII '.K

notice.

■»The subscrllier hereby gives notice tli
»'
liecn «July ap|xdnted executor of Hi·
an·! testament of
LU8ANNA V, HUBBARD, I
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, n
λ II |·· rbonds a* the law direct*.
demands against the Mttll of Mtla It
t.
deM.ed to present the same for rctt .·
all Indebted thereto are requested
ment Immediately.
JOHN 15· ΓΙΚ1
June liitb, 190j).

SOTIfK.
The subscrllier hereby gives not:
has been duly api>olntcd exeeutoi
will and testament of
SYLVANI \ l'ERIIAM, late of W
In the County of oxfonl, deceased. Λ
having demands against the estate
ceased art' desired to present the -1·
mcnt, and all Indebted thereto are re
make payment Immediately.
ROSELI.o
June 16th, luue.

·■'

*

··

.·

The eubecrllicr hereby gives notice ti.
ha» liecn duly appointed executrix "f n.«
last will and testament of
DEAN II. WI LEV, late of I
Λ
liIn the County of Oxford, <iccc:i-<
':·
sons having demands agalnrt the ,-tati
;
t·.
m
ni
deceased are desired
pn
tlement, and all Indebted thereto an
to make pnyment Immediately.
ELIZ ABKTII « II M.
June 2nd, l'JOjj
.t

Ι,
left

closely and

Tond of musicle comedy?"
Yes, indeed; his wife goes to

séss®

see

BAHUT
V Λ It ι:

ihroMfh
«>th
(rf Kftme ef Au*ri*s"eur
lum*u-l «·*»!.**·· of
u. ILf*r»:«.UWf«r <
iUI mK;w·
» -rkot T ο ·w 1 1
ÏTSui.HK... ·. r WM
1' .ire:·"."*·
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WAR AGAINST CONSUMPTION.

All nations are endeavoring to check
the ravages of consumption, the "white
Master Piggy—Of course I will—anyplague" that claims so many victims
sac h year.
Foley's Honey and Tar cures thing to oblige a frieud! They'll make
soughs and colds perfectly and you are α line hat and coat for the winter, so
In no danger of consomption. Do not I'll wear then; then I can't lose eight
risk your health by taking some un- of them.
known preparation when Foley's Honey
ind Tar is safe and certain In résulta.
A Rapid Rhymer.
The genuine Is in a yellow package. For
In Illustration of the woiking powers
lale by all druggists.
of George It. Sims, tbe dramatist and
it Is said that one nlcut a uew
"Justice has prevailed," telegraphed poet,
was produced at a leading theater
in attorney to his client, by way of an- piece
nouncing to him that the jary had found In London. Sims sat It out and then
returned to his office, where lie wrote
η his favor.
"Appeal immediately," answered the a column and a half of criticism In
silent.
rhyme, it was uear the time for tbe
paper to ko to press wbtv ·»β began,
Daring the sommer kidney Irrégulari- oud the boy took the pince verte by
té· are often caosed by excessive drinkAttend to the verse from him to tbe compoalug room,
: ng or being overheated.
from one
kidneys at once by using Foley's Kidney'< the boy wulklng continuously
to tae other for ao hour.
< 3ure.
For sal· by all

druggists.

Now Then-

AT PARIS MILL.

Paii>, Maine.

25-28

FOLEYSIiONEY^TAR
cougH

•tops the

Who Said Biscuits ?

what

the women in the audience have on, and
Brown goes to see what the girls on the
itage have off.

··

Furnished house for kent

and Heal· luntf ·

hopes

POR ASTHMA SUF-

».·■
to

-ted

DAVIS

he would con"Yes, I was in
tribute a hundred dollars in cash."

FERERS.
Foley's Honey and Tar affords Immediate relief to asthma sufferers in the
worst stages and if taken In time will
effect a cure. For sale by all druggists.

'■

'■ H

Λ six room furnished house tcr
the
rent for a part or the whole «Λ
summer and fall months at a very
reasonable price. Addre** :
MRS. EMILY A. STOU E.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Some

NOTICE·

The subscriber hereby gives not!· e t it
**t
has ileen <luly appointe·! executor
will anil testament of
JOHN YORK, late of Waterf
.''.·γβ
In the County of Oxford, decca«i■■!.
All perbonde as the law directs.
ilcm mds against the estate of
·., u
desired to present the same for e«-tt!«
all !n<lebteil thereto are nqtt -t< I
ment Immediately.
ECUKSK K. -VITII
•lune l'ith, l'.Wjj.

NOTICE.

A little bit more would make it
profitable. It Is better to adver-

tise a

lt

The subscrllter hereby giveir.e
has been duly appointed admlnl-t
estate of
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
GREENVILLE Willi M\S
late of Greenwood,
«.-AftftAAVwVi,WA'AWk')(yH>1rt
give·
In the County of Oxford, decease
ivlr.j
Α! ι
bonds ax the law directs.
<■:
• Icmand» again··! the estate
r.t.
are desired to present the sain·· f. r
and all Indebted thereto an; itqn
the
pit·, nient immediately.
ELI/A A Wll lMW
June 16th, IMS.

does the second or

third or fourth five

he

it

-.

χ
χ
5 EYESIGHT SPECIALIST. X

FOR CSlds18

amounts to

t

NOTICE.
The subscriber h rvby k'lv.
notice that ohs
has been duly appoint·* I « xe. utrlx of it.· »»t
will and testament of
JOHN I». CRAW I'olCl», late of Γ ■.·:·,
la the Couty Of Oxford, deceased A
having demands against the e-tatc »f
:c
ceased are desired to irn -ent tin· ·.·»·
tt
ment, and all ladebti 1 therei.
make payment Immediate
JOSIK I: ClCAWlnKD
June 16th, I'JOS.

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

nothing,

lion

notice.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that the
has been duly appointed administratrix of
the
estate of
KRANK PACKARD, lab·of Hebron.
In the County of Oxford, decea
bonds as the law directs.
All per*mi- Uv'.i,*
demands «gainst the MU·· uf il
•leslred to present the same for settlement,
all Indebted thereto art; reqtw
payment Immediately.
Jane 16th, 190S.
LYDIA E. PACKARD.

V

Dr. King's
New Discovery

pounds

mak.Ysy

LEROY It HALL.

all Indebted thereto an· r<·..
ment Immediately.
JAMK- \ H.VMiKUJune 16th, l'-tti.
JAMBS β. wis ι
ALTON C. WHEKI.K1!. Λ>»',11<·

Block, South Paris.

12 Davis

requested to

ment Immediately.
June 10th, l'JM.

NOTICE.

with

The first five
YOU.Ν β θ ΚΑ OUCOMBEK.

Center,

and wholesome. All food guarinteed first class.
Nothing stale.

jure

AND

alive, twenty-five pounds a day
will make it gain flesh. It's the
extra five that brings the protlt.

patterns.
B. BURHANS TESTIFIES AFTER
FOUR YEARS.
Burhane of Carlisle

BUY THE BEST, IT COSTS
MO MORE.
Everything clean,

Κ ILL

If It takes twenty pouuils
of food each day to keep a sheep

"Brown and his wife seem to be very

SU

Moscow's Beggars.

would never gain a pound.
There is no profit In that kind
of feeding. The kind that pays
is the kind that builds flesh rap-

Edua's
down to breakfast she
hoarse she could scarcely

QUICK RELIEF

.nd

mire.

that a certain amount of feed le
necessary to keep an animal
alive.
They might feed that
amount as long as It lives, and it

the same amount."
m»J». n.1, II P~
"Yet you seem disappointed," said his

!X»£
S^'raoo'tMbên P^Ued

spire
To lift the cup and make the world ad

FEEDING

Expraaalva.
morning when little

Mrs. Brown—Is your husband's busiMrs. Smith—Oh, dear,
ness growing?
res! Why last week his receipts were
ο large that he bad to have a receiver
:ppolnted to take care of them!—Cleve·
η ltd Leader.

PARIS BAKERY.

Hvr two red ilps affected zephyrs blow
To cool tlii! liolu-n ami Inlliime the brun.
WillΙι· one white linger ami h thumb con

idly.

Extremely Prosperous.

STOMACH
TROUBLES
SICK HEADACHE

bewildering Lady Betty:

UNPROFITABLE

tt-œsÏÏStSSp
Wh^
ϊ"b·

be shocked by η fashionable lady o·
those days who cooled lier ten \vi:li ln>r
!>reath, yet Young wrole of a certain

Intelligent stock raisers know

so

(

CONSTIPATION

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OB MONET REFUNDED.

iàuce.

fFr,:irri«^ee,ThT'm«ro<
cS.*oV.brlmp.

T·· Table Etiquette.
A hundred years or more ago there
It
was a quaint tea table etiquette.
was considered η Inck of courtesy to
take much cream or sugar In one's tea
Etiquette demanded that the ten should
be tasted from the spoon and that tinhostess should then Inquire, "Is your
Modern women would
tea agreeable?"

But not even yet have we come to
the end of nature's splendid art forms.
Take a pane of window «lass and
spread a very lliln layer of sand over
it.
Now draw a violin bow softly
across the edge. Little waves of mo-

fiJSh Λϋ"

"dk

sciousness that it would be the right
time.

ly repeated.

6. B.
N. 7., writes: "About fonr years ago I
wrote you stating that I had been entirecured of a severe kidney trouble by
»
tablespoons of creamed butter. ly
less than two bottles of Foley's
border of wbltM ol b.rd- taking Cure. It
entirely stopped the
Kidney
cooked «BBS, finely chopped, and on top brick
dust sediment, and
pain and
scatter shredded olives.
symptoms of kidney disease disappeared.
I am glad to say that I have never had a
lobster canape.
A siehtly and delicious canape is one return of any of those symptoms during
have elapsed and I
«λ —it h α lobster mixture.
Shape the four years that
and
theto-ead with a fluted cutter and toast am evidently cured to stay cured,
Master Spot—I say, Piggy, I've been
recommend Foley's Kidney
»
one cup of lobster meat, sea- heartily
Cure to any one suffering from kidney or asked to look after that inufT and bag.
„„ „lth ull, p.pri"
bladder trouble." For sale by all drug- but I want to go and get my dinner, so
will you keep your eye on them till I
gists.
come back?
the
said
minister,
"Mr. Heavyweight,"
creamed butter ·ηΐο
"is willing to subscribe ten thousand
^
dollars for a new church provided we
can get other subucriptions making up

So

con-

follow a regular geometrical designall nature's beautiful designs constant-

speak.
"Oh. mamma." cried Edna, "wbnt η
sore voice you've got!"—Chicago News.

iaicw srjs.

might choose to select with the

form, is It not?
If you notice flowers you will often
see tile same designs repeated as those
In the snowflnke and other crystals and
In the llvlug sea creations. Some flow
ers are In the shape of a perfect star.
If you examine the coloring of a pansy
or the markings of variegated summer
pinks or of phloxes you will see they

mamma came

G*.

time,
day during the whole twenty-four
hours or. Infleed, through the year.
In fact a resldeut at the north pole
conld make it any time of day he

Of the beggars so characteristic of
Russia's ancient capital a writer says:
the snow crystals are repeated in na
'The old city of Moscow could not
ture among living creatures.
Did you ever see a starfish? It is the easily be dissociated from the 50,000
deadly enemy of oysters, but a very beggars who haunt Its streets. The
rats
pretty creature. In the perfect shape of city belongs to them. If the city
a five pointed star, like those In the own the drains, they own the streets
American flag. The starfish Is one of They are part of the city: they are In
nature's art forms. In the ocean are perfect harmony with it. Take away
creatures called polyps, some of them the beggars and you destroy something
Some are so old aud weather
vital.
so small as to be nilscroscople, yet
when Ιο·iked at through a magnifying battered that they make the Kremlin
glass their forms resemble those of the Itself look older, and of those who lie
at the monastery doors some are so
snowflakes.
So many tiny creatures live In the fearfully pitiable In their decrepitude
ocean that scientists have not yet clas- that they lend power to the churches."
sified them all, hut they still repeat In
No crand doer In this world can be
their bodies nature's art forms. In the
Illustration herewith you will see a a eopious speaker about his doings.al- fnrlyle.
young sea cucumber, as it Is called,
though it belongs to the animal world.
It Is a very delicate and pretty art

patch.

was

Those who are conversant with the
of globes know that all the merldlana of longitude starting froia the
equator converge toward and meet at
the poles. They know, too, that longitude signifies finie and that difference
of longitude Is difference in time. They
know very well that when It is noon in
London it Is about 7 o'clock in the
morning in Boston, and that when It ia
noon in San Francisco it is about a
quarter past S in the afternoon in New

pole.

check at the end of that time for $.Kt'
"Indeed. If 1 stopped for six months
I could write you a check for $100.'
answered Delaney. and Father Dcuipse.v hi telling of It later added:
"And iuneed he could, too, for he's a
No. 1 mechanic."—St. Louis Post-Dls-

One

Yog PI····.

those places unite at the north pole.
Therefore it is noon all day long at the

father."

delicately.

It It Practically Any Haur of tha Day |

PROBATE HOTICEi.
To All person· Intonated In either of the Estate·
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court. heM at Paris, in ^.j
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday uf
June, In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following muter
nine hundred and eight.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Okukhkl·
That notice thereof b„ given to all persons to
terested, by causing a copy of this order to Le
published three weeks successively In the υ χ
font Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Parts, In said County, tnat they may appear at a

Medway, Me., Aug. 4, 1906.
Ells* D. Penlejr, late of
,je
"I have received great benefit from ceased; final account presented Rumford,
for allowance
he true 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters and by Henry Davis, executor.
:onsider then excellent for stomach
Charles Π. Ttbbetts, late of
Frreburg, «le! roubles, constipation end cick h<ad- ceased ; drst account
presented fur allowai,. \,y
Portland Trust Company, trustee, thro!,/h
I.
Β.
Weymouth.
Yours
York.
iche."
truly,
Harry Butler, president of said company.
about them is that you scarcely ever
Now, as the meridian of London exYou cnn always d'-'pct'd on "L. F."
ADDISON E. It ERRICK, Judge of sai l Court
see any two that are alike. In some
from
A true copy—Attest:
tends to the north pole. It necessarily
\twood's Bitters for speedy relief
slight respect each is different from ensues that when it Is noon In the EngALBERT D. PARK, R/tfiter
This wondermany forms of sickness.
the others.
of
lish capital it must also be noon at the ful remedy mingles with the contents
NOTICE.
Crystals of shapes similar to snow- north
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
pole. In a similar manner when the stomach an<l digestive organs,
action
chemical
are
bowflakes
been duly appointed administrator of the
produced by
liver, and cleanses the
it is noon at Boston, or in Shu Francis- arouses the
estate of
in certain substances as they pass
els. Sold by your dealer, 35c.
MARY W. HALL, late of Dlxfleld,
or at Pekln, or any other place
co,
from the liquid to the solid form, as
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and ^v*n
situated in the northern hemisphere,
as the law directe. AU
bonds
when they are melted and allowed to
pel
demands against the estate of said
it follows that it must also be noon at
cooL Perhaps you have seeu alum disliealred
to present the mm for
of
settlement, and
the pole, because nil the meridians
al) Indebted thereto are
you will observe them carefully you
will see tbey exhibit shapes of fairylike beauty. These are all regular
crystalline forms, and the strange fact

girl."
"I do, sir," with emotion, "and I hope
she Inherits those qualities from her

cirti°Tn°0o0d0H"n».k.epln|!·

them.

Hare you ever studied snowfiakee?
When large ones fall softly and slowly upon the window sill and remain a
moment or two before tbey melt, If

A Hint to th· Old Man.
"I hope you appreciate the fact, sir.
that In marrying my daughter you
marry a large hearted and generous

Reserve canapes for cool weather din-

longer
alternate oblong piece· of pineapple and
cream cheese, exactly the same else and
IRRITAWITHOUT
STIMULATION
shape; serve French dressing or mayonTelephones and Electrical Supplies—We bave just received a barrel of "CoAnother new salad is
naise with it.
TION.
lombia Ignition Batteries" the best for automobiles and telephones.
and
That is the watchword. That is what still simpler: Arrange the lettuce,
to pass with It:
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does. Cleans- make a thin mayonnaise
this full of finely minced canned red
ee and stimulates the Sowe Is without ir- stir
The mixed flavor Is very
ritation in any form. For sale by all pimentoes.
nice.—Harper's Bazar.
Call and

against

tybemshyell

diately.

gists.

WE SELL

few first class wheelbarrows.

intellectual and asked to be al
lowed to speak a word in lier own In»·
half. Permission being given, she told
the court of the dtruggle she had in
keeping a little newspaper going from
which she made her living. 'Your honor,' she suid. holding up her right hand.
Ί am due my creditors uot less than
$1,000. Thls'money I expect to live to
pay. but I am willing this arm shall
wither from my body before I pay the
$100 you have so unjustly assessed
was

in a
wheu small musk melons appear In the
market they may be served as appetizers
into a basket "Ub
by cutUng
oart of the rind left as a handle.
Scoop
out the palp, breaking it as
nossible Add to the meat from four
melons, two sliced banana,, one
cup of red raspberries and a quarter

Exprepare Ely's Liquid Cream Balm.
that it is a liquid it is in all respeots
like the healing, helpful, pain-allaying
Linseed Oil,
House Paints,
Floor Paints,
Cream Balm that the pnblio has been
on
familiar with for years. No cocaine nor
Barn Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
other dangerous drag in it. The soothBoof Paints,
Floor Finish, β
ing spray is a remedy that relieves at
Brushes, j once.
All druggists, 75o., including
Wagon Paints,
Liquid Filler,
We have some new lineu of paints whicn we believe to be moat desirable.
spraying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
66 Warren Street, New York.
A New Salad.
Paroid Roofing—The beet of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't
Ethel (looking at the statne of Venus)
pretty and new in the way
Something
try imitations.
the
women
that
to
—It seems
me, Maud,
of salads for luncheon la prepared ht this
than
waists
had
in
anoient
times
larger
Screen Boors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
way: Put some white lettuce heart· on
have now.
a fiat dish and lay green lettuce leaves
Regular sises of doon in stock. Have your veranda screened in. We they
had
men
the
Maud—Well, perhaps
around in a ring. On these latter lay
sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, screen door catches, <ftc.
arma.
a

president," said a Chicago judge.
"Miss Anthony was as brave as she

Perchance the lino of love gives her winsome hearer hope
And dreams of happy wedded life com*

of restoring the health of others." Refuse substitutes. For sale by all drug-

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

Wheelbarrows—We have

"It has been eo many years ago thai
most people have forgotten that the
late Susan B. Anthony was lined $10:1
or a year's imprisonment for having
dared to vote Tor General tirant for

RELIEF FROM

THH AT THE POLM.

use

until the next time.—London Tit-

A Fino For Voting That Susan B. Anthony Nevsr Paid.

powdered

of

emerged

DEFIED THE JUDGE.

be molded into shape
sherry glass. Later in the season
can

Foley's Kidney Cure, and I desire to add
my testimony that it may be the cause

Billing» Block,
-

which

physicians without obtaining
Here is consulting
any marked benefit, but was cured by

J*. Wlaeeler,

■outb Parla,

Bits.

fair

WAS IN POOR HEALTH FOR YEARS.
Ira W. Kelley, of Mansfield, Pa.,
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
writes: "I was in poor health for two
to buy for New Year's present.
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175·
years, suffering from kidney and bladder
Nice instruments. Square
for
$35, $35. Stools, Chairs and trouble, and spent considerable money

pianos

man

Other methods of serving fruit appetizers are to heap berries sprinkledwith
η a

second dose she

a

er

more

■ubdued, and after a third or fourth
she was as penitent a woman as the
village contained and was allowed to
proceed home a sadder and wiser wo-

perfectly chilled.

euear

at one end of which was the

ioned.
The chair end of the plonk was then
pushed far over the edge of the pond,
and at a signal It was tilted deep into
the green ooze until the scold was
completely Immersed.
Wheu the dripping, half drowned wo
man was raised to the surface agalu
to the Jeers and laughter of the onlookers it can be Imagined that her
tongue wagged to some purpose. Aft-

From left to right—The warming ele- use as cups. Take a thin slice from each
ment.
Itage. A kind of cheese. So end to make them set firmly on a plate.
Then cut the orange cleanly in two, and
be It
The with an orange epoon lift out each secFrom top to bottom—In fine.
conditional preposition. One of Ophe- tion of fruit, leaving nothing in the shell
the pith, which can be easily relia's flowers. The German earth god- except
moved with one of the curved, sharp
dess. A kind of sweet potato. Myself.
khivee used to scoop out grapefruit.
In fine.
Put the shells and fruit in the refrigerator until required.
Drain tbe juice
No. 202.—Hidden Girls' Names.
from the orange section and to it add a
The sentinel watched the enemy from small quantity of soaked geletine and
a belfry.
sugar enough to sweeten it, then pour
tin where tbe jelly will not
Despite his well laid plan, Napoleon into a square
be more than half an inch thick and set
suffered defeat
on tbe ice to mold.
When ready to
The tyrant cared not whether his
serve, sprinkle tbe orange sections with
subjects were glad or angry.
powdered sugar, add the jelly cut into
The Judge did not think of bis ver- balf-inch cubes and with this fill each
dict as a rash decision.
shell, heaping it high in the center. You
Those who are mad generally think can serve any summer fruit in this style,
making a jelly from the orange juice as
others crazy.
They said that Hobert had usurped suggested and adding to it, before you
fill the shells, strawberries or red raspthe throne.
berries, sliced bananas or large cherries
and a few orange sections. Sprinkle tbe
No. 203.—Electric Square Puzzle.
fruit with powdered sugar, but handle
carefully, as tbe beauty of this dish, as
well as its delicious flavor, depends on
the fruit being kept perfectly whole with
a transparent cube of jelly showing here
and there.

on

Osborne since 1902.
3
Jane J'ith, A. D. V.*W.
Taken this i6th >lay of June. A. D. 1908, on
Worcester
.3
3 1-8 in.
execution date<l June 1st. A. D. 1908, Ueue<t on
a judgment rendered I)ν the Justices of our SuAdriance
3 i-S in.
prême Judicial Court, for the County of Androscoggin, at the term thereof begun and held on McCormick
in.
3
3
on
the third Tuesday of Λ ^rll, A. D. 1908. to wit,
the -"*h. day of May, A. D. 1908, In favor of
in.
1-4
3
3
In
the
George B. Haskell Co., of Lewlston,
County of Androscoggin, aKalnnt M. J. Smith Λ
in.
a
3
Geo rte S. Smith, both of Wlnthrop, In the Coun
ty of Kenuebec, for sixty-nine dollars and
ninety cents, debt or damage, and fifteen dollars
and sixty three cents, costs of suit, and will be
sold at public auction at the Sheriff's office In
I'arls, In said County of Oxford, to the highest
These sections ^re made with soft
bidder, on the thlrty-tlrst day of July, A. D.
law*, at one o'clock In the afternoon, the follow- center und will bend but not
title
described
estate
and
all
the
real
right,
ing
and interest which the said M. J. smith A if
will use
you use them once
George S. Smith has and had in and to the same
on the eighteenth day of December, A. D. 1907, no
at two o'clock In the afternoon, the time when
the same was attached on the writ In the same
suit, to wit : A certain lot or parcel of land with
the buildings thereon, situated tn l'eru. lu the
County of Oxfoid and Slate of Milne, at Dickvale, so-called, and bounded as follows, tv wit
Northeasterly by the homestead farm of Oliver
O. Tracy ; Northwesterly by the homestead farm
of Charles J. Tracy; Southerly by northerly lot
line of Ε. H. Lovejoy, and David L. Cheoery;
and easterly by land of said Davl-l L. Cheoery :
NOTICE.
the same being the former homestead farm of
The subscriber hereby «Ives notice that he hiu
the said May J. Smith, containing -evenly acres,
the estate
more of less, and the saiue premise* conveyed to I been duly appointed administrator of
the said May J. Smith by John A. Putnam by ] of
of
late
O.
Oxford,
GEORGE
ROBINSON,
warranty deed, dated September 11th, A. D.
tn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
WILBUR L. KARRAR,
All persons having
bond» as the law directs.
AJ-28
Deputy Sheriff.
demand* against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
GEO BUE L. WILDER.
June 16th, WW.

Buckeye..

produced,

sandwich filling and served hot or oold.
If fruit la chosen, remember half tbe
quantity one aervea for deaert la abun-

Biswstss.
ilne around

Mature.

pic-

lacking stool, and In this the screaming, struggling victim was securely pin-

FRUIT APPETIZEBS.

talir
Osborne low

Next to thia oome
to a summer meal.
canapes, the tinieat Imaginable taate of
something savory. They may be made
of anything that can be utilized for a

While oranges are still in the market,
they may be served in a very attractive
form by utilizing the skin as a cup to
bold the fruit.
Large, thick-skinned
oranges, the variety that retails for
about sixty cents a dozen are the best to

ο

a

Art Forrrçs lp

ture of a "ducking" as practiced In
Sogland at the end of the eighteenth

OBAXGE CUPS.

ο

Haine.

Lewiston,

Parti. Μ*.

Appetizers for Summer.
century.
Clem cocktail· and oyster· on the half
When the "scold", had been properly
winter
the
month·, tried and convicted, she was escorted
■hell, which during
•erre aa a fillip to a conrae dinner or
a crowd of her neighbors—in fact,
lunobeon, give way to more delioate ap- by the whole village—to the nearest
by
mere
taate
▲
weather.
in
hot
petizers
and slimier the
of aome cold, deliciaua fruit daintily pond, and the greener
▲ long plank was
served is the most appropriate beginning pond the better.

serve

Willard M'f'g Co.,
OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

CoujiToxfonl

sightly

No. 201,—Rhomboid.

patterns

Editor
Democrat, South

Addreti:

—

—

Wool Carpets
to close out odd

1· »oucltecl.

Old Knfiand.
It Is Interesting to-conjure up

pineapples

SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St..

Haw a ««Mid' llaad ta (a Pualatiad In

to Ox ladl—
OorrMpondftBoe on topic· of tntnwt
BOKDUKIU

dance. Tbe very name appetizer sugHidden Artiol·· Used by gests not sufficient food to satisfy, mereDressmakers·
ly enough to make one hungrier.
Devil's pool Is one of the places or
OBAPBFBUIT OR PINEAPPLE CUP.
Interest In Bermuda.
When large oranges are not to be
If you are In need, lessen your trouobtained, use grape fruit, lemons or tbe
ble by being industrious.
cut into cups. Slice
smallest
Little Bert aped the doings of his off the stem end of tbe lemon and utilize
Tbe easiest method for
older brother.
it for a lid.
Did you see the frog hop Id the pond? emptying tbe shell is to press out tbe
They sent the cot to Naples for re- juice on a cup-shaped lemon squeezer.
With part of this juice make a plain
pairs.
Do not sweeten it too liblemon jelly.
erally and tint it with leaf green colorNo. 199*—Cat and Dog Puzzle.
ing. Cut into small cubes and mix with
Example.—My cat takes a pinch to stoned
cherries, raspberries or pineapple.
make an herb. Answer: Cat-nip.
Sprinkle with powdered sugar. Fill the
1. My cat takes a sum to make an lemon cup, bore two boles in the lid,
animal.
stick in a couple of soda water straws,
2. My dog angles to make a small for a suggestion of a handle and set on a
email plate with a doily underneath.
shark.
Pineapples cut in cubes and served in
3. My cat takes part of a Greek
their own ehells are the most
of
chorus and makes a calamity.
You may judge of the ripe4. My dog takes a common abbrevia- appetizers.
ness of a pineapple by trying if the
tion and makes a tenet.
spines can be easily plucked from the
makes
and
relatives
5. My cat takes
crown.
Small strawberry pines are the
an anient.
best for this purpose; sometimes they
actor
are so small that one can be used for a
β. My dog takes a prominent
and makes Slrlus.
cup; the largest of them make two cups.
7. My cat takes a heavy stick of wood Scrub tbe fruit thoroughly with a vegetable brash in cold water, then slice it
and makes a list
and trim at each end so it will set level
8. My dog takes a forest and makes
on a plate.
Slice with a sharp, silver
a starry sprlug blossom.
knife and scoop out the pulp with a
spoon. Cut it in fine cubes, rejecting
No. 200.—Diamonds.
the tough core. Drain off the juice, add
A
3.
2. Likely.
Α.—1. A vowel.
enough lemon juice to make it pleasantmonth. 4. A metal. 5. A consonant.
ly acid and make into jelly. Fill the
Β.—1. A consonant. 2. A little bed. pineapple cup with jelly cubes, morsels
of pineapple, strawberries or any fruit
8. A bird. 4. To fasten. 5. A consowhich is in season. Garnish a plate with
nant
the green spines of the pineapple and
198.

No.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

SOUTH PARIS.

a

and Oil a specialty.

Sepia

|

A. W. WALKER & SON,

Will find

IL

I am a brave, courageous sound
"To guard you In your sleep.
And sometimes out or homeward bound
1 sail the ocean deep.
The trees I wrap so close and tight
Their tender sap's preserved all right.

High Grade Portrait Work

a

Walter A. Wood
Machine at

Mouldings »$,.

&

DEERING
—

No. 197.—Riddles.
L
I'm made of Iron, and I welsh
Full many a pound by night or day,
And yet I am so small and fine
Like bits of glass I often thine.
You've heard me frequently, although
I'm not alive, aa you muat know.

Mats, Mirrors

Machine.
Remember you

The Puzzler

and Pictures,

Mowing

THE DUCKING STOOL

homemakebs· column.

Soda Biscuits
Beaten Biscuits
Raised Biscuits

Baking Powder Biscuits

Washburn-Crosby Co ^iomeoalfio»"»

".Ψ0Ψ:
j··'

>

